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CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Models of Sentence Processing
Over the last 20 years, the sentence processing literature has been dominated by
three major theoretical approaches. The first is referred to as the serial, restricted,
autonomous, depth-first, two-stage, and modular model. The second approach is, usually,
referred to as the parallel, unrestricted, multiple, breadth-first, one stage, and interactive
model. The third approach is the contextually-based, referential support or incrementally
interactive model. In what follows a presentation of the basic premises and some
representative empirical studies of each model.
The Modular Model
In principle, the modular model of sentence processing was inspired by the modular
view of mind (Fodor, 1983), which assumes that the mind works through specialized,
domain-specific and informationally encapsulated modules with limited interrelations
among them. The modular approach to sentence processing is best represented in the
current literature by the garden-path theory, presented by Frazier in her Ph.D dissertation
(Frazier, 1978, also, Frazier & Fodor, 1978). According to this model, parsing decisions
are initially based on syntactic considerations alone. Dealing, mainly, with local
structural ambiguities, the model supposes that the parser, or the syntactic processor,
assigns a string of words a single initial syntactic analysis on the basis of purely structural
information, and ignores all other possible sources of information. The selection of this
initial interpretation is determined by two general syntactic conflict-resolution principles:
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minimal attachment and late closure. According to minimal attachment strategy, the
syntactic parser "attach(es) incoming material mto the phrase marker bemg constructed
using the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness rules of the language"
(Frazier, 1978, P. 76). Thus, in (1)
(la) The girl knew the answer by heart,
(lb) The girl knew the answer was wrong,
the word "answer" will, initially, be taken as a direct object of the verb "know", rather
than a subject of a new sentence. On the other hand, the parser, in the late closure
strategy, "when possible, attach(es) incoming material into the phrase or clause currently
being parsed" (Frazier, 1978, P.76) Accordingly, in (2), the word "mile" would, mitially,
be considered a direct object of the verb "jog":
(2a) Since Jay always jogs a mile/ this seems like short distance to him.
(2b) Since Jay always jogs/ a mile seems like a short distance to him.
This preference for a single analysis in the two strategies reflects time pressure and
the limitations of working memory. Thus, according to this model, the parser chooses an
interpretation of the sentence, based on the two previous strategies, and sticks with it
without consulting any semantic or nonsyntactic sources of knowledge. However, the
initial interpretation could be wrong, as in (lb) and (2b), requiring a second stage of
parsing. In this stage, the processor reconsiders the sentence. The parser rechecks its
initial syntactic structure and the hypothesized thematic processor (Rayner, Carlson, and
Frazier, 1983) assesses the semantic and contextual plausibility of the output of the
syntactic processor. Accordingly, as long as the output of this "reanalysis" process is
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consistent with the output of the initial structural analysis, sentence processing will
proceed smoothly. But, if they are not consistent with each other, then the parser is found
to be committed to a wrong interpretation, and needs to begin a "reanalysis" process to
choose an alternative interpretation depending on all sources of information including
contextual cues, semantic plausibility, and real world knowledge, in addition to syntactic
analysis. So, the model predicts that ambiguous sentences which are resolved in favor of
the unpreferred analysis (those in which the first interpretation turns out to be wrong) will
take a longer processing time than the sentences resolved in favor of the preferred
analysis. This difference is considered to be due, mainly, to the time consumed in the
"reanalysis" process.
Since its presentation, and especially in the 1980s, the garden path theory has
received substantial empirical support. The earliest published empirical investigation of
the model was conducted by Frazier and Rayner (1982). In this study, subjects were
presented with sentences, like (la) and (2a), which can be processed either in favor of the
preferred analysis which is compatible with the two basic strategies of the model, and
sentences like (lb) and (2b), which violate these strategies. According to the model, the
initial syntactic analysis of the latter sentences needs to be revised. The results showed
that there was an increase in reading times and in number of fixations in the sentences
with the unpreferred analyses in comparison to those with preferred analyses. That is, in
the former type of sentences there was a clear disruption upon arriving the
disambiguating area, which was indexed by long fixation times on the disambiguating
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words and/or regression from these words towards either the ambiguous region or the
beginning of the sentences.
This pattern of results was confirmed in a subsequent study by Rayner, Carlson, and
Frazier (1983). The main focus of this study was the interaction between syntactic and
semantic factors in sentence processing. In particular, the authors were mterested in
finding whether plausibility and real world knowledge (pragmatic information in their
term) would influence the parser's preference to commit itself to the first available
structural analysis. So, they recorded the eye movements of their subjects while they
were reading sentences like (3):
(3a) The florist sent the flowers was very pleased.
(3b) The performer sent the flowers was very pleased.
(3c) The performer who was sent the flowers was very pleased.
(3d) The performer sent the flowers and was very pleased.
Accordingly, if semanfic and contextual factors guide sentence processing, then the
readers should exhibit difficulty in implausible sentences like (3a) and (3d) but not in
(3b). If the parser assigns a syntactic interpretation, following the minimal attachment
principle, the subjects would be garden-pathed in sentences (3a) and (3b), but will have
no problem with unreduced relative clauses and main clause sentences as (3c) and (3d).
The results were consistent with the predictions of the garden path theory. Subjects were
garden-pathed in the reduced relative clause sentences regardless of their plausibility or
implausibility.
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In a frequently cited study, Ferreira and Clifton (1986) addressed the same issue of
whether the syntactic parser's output would be constructed even when the preferred
analysis was highly implausible. Using both eye movement measures and a self-paced
reading technique, they found no difference, in terms of the garden-pathing effect,
between sentences like (4a) and (4b),
(4a) The defendant examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.
(4b) The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable,
though the required interpretation seems much more appropriate semantically in (4b) than
in (4a)
These results were taken to mean that the human processor assigns an initial
syntactic interpretation even it is pragmatically anomalous. In a direct test of specific
predictions derived from the Frazier's garden-path theory, on one hand, and Abney's
licensing parser theory, on the other hand, Clifton, Speer, and Abney (1991) found results
consistent with the garden path predictions (but see Schutze & Gibson, 1999). That is, in
the initial processing as reflected by first pass time, the processor was found to take
prepositional phrases as modifying verbs rather than nouns, regardless of the semantic
argument vs. adjunct status dimension, which was supposed to play the major role
according to the predictions of the licensing parser model. However, the later dimension
was found to affect the total reading time. The result was attributed to the effect of the
thematic processor. A similar pattern of results was found in a study by Mitchell, Corely,
and Gamham (1992). That is, they found that context could affect the eventual parsing.
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whereas the structural analysis seems to have the main influence during the early stages
of processing.
Parallel and Interactive Models
Parallel and interactive models of sentence processing, like the modular model,
were inspired by a general theory of the mind, the parallel interactive theory as
introduced by the work of Rumelhart and McClleland and their colleagues (Rumelhart &
McClelland, 1986). Parallel and interactive models represent a wide range of sentence
processing models. Though fundamental differences exist among them, they all share the
assumption that nonsyntactic factors play an active role in comprehending the sentence
and resolving ambiguity beginning in the initial processing stage. As representative of
this approach, the parallel non-competitive model proposed by Gibson (1991) and the
constraint-satisfaction model will be discussed, with more concentration on the later.
According to Gibson's parallel non-competitive model, alternative analyses are
retained according to a "beam search mechanism" in which analyses which exceed the
simplest analysis by some threshold value are dropped. Sentence processing, according to
this model is viewed as a race among different analyses which act independently of each
other.
The parallel-interactive approach is best represented by the competitive, constraint-
satisfaction model of sentence processing. Reflecting the effects of both semantically and
contextually-oriented developments in linguistics and interactive-activation connectionist
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models in psychology, the constraint-satisfaction model emerged m late 1980s and early
1990s as a strong alternative to the garden path model. The basic assumption in this
model is that, in ambiguity resolution, the human processor uses all available sources of
information in parallel, and these sources compete with each other seeking a resolution.
Using evidence derived from lexical information, frequency, context, and real world
knowledge, the interpretation that gets the highest amount of activation is adopted by the
processor, while the other interpretations are inhibited or get a lower amount of activation
than what is necessary to exceed the activation threshold. Accordingly, there is no need,
according to this model, to suppose the existence of a modular syntactic processor and
another thematic one, each working in a distinct stage, as in the garden path model.
The theoretical basis of this approach is presented by MacDonald and her
colleagues (MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg, 1994a; MacDonald, Pearlmutter,
and Seidenberg 1994b). They "assume the general framework of an interactive-activation
model (Elman and McClelland, 1984; McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981)" (MacDonald et
al, 1994a, P.685) which is presented in the context of a theory of word recognition and is
based on the assumption that each relevant unit is represented as a node with a basic
activation level and is involved in two-way excitatory or inhibitory connections to the
neighbor nodes at different levels of representation (letters or words). Word perception
begins when the presented stimulus activates and inhibits certain letters' nodes with
varying degrees of activation and inhibition, which in turn activate the word nodes
consistent with them and inhibit the word nodes inconsistent with them. In this interactive
process "the various letter nodes attempt to suppress each other, with the strongest one
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getting the upper hand. As word-level nodes become active, they in turn compete with
one another and send feedback down to the letter-level nodes. If the input features were
close to those for one particular set of letters and those letters were consistent with those
forming a particular word, the positive feedback in the system will work to rapidly
converge on the appropriate set of letters and the appropriate word. If not they will
compete with each other, and perhaps no single set of letters or single word will get
enough activation to dominate the others" (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981, P. 382).
Taking this general framework into account, we can understand the main
characteristics of language exploited by the processing system according to MacDonald
et al who summarize them as follows: "First, grammatical knowledge strongly constrains
the potential interpretations of the input. Second, the different types of information
associated with a word are not independent of one another, so that progress in resolving
ambiguity at one level provides information relevant to resolving ambiguities elsewhere
in the system. Third, a word will not be necessarily equally ambiguous at all levels of
representation.
.
.
Fourth, even when the grammar admits multiple alternatives at given
level of representation, they often differ substantially in frequency and thus a priori
probability of occurrence. . . Multiple independent, partially redundant, probabilistic
sources of information interact to allow the system to settle on an interpretation at each
level". (MacDonald et al, 1994a, P. 685). Thus, ambiguity resolution is a competitive
process that reflects the interrelations of activation or inhibition among different
grammatical structures. So, "the degree of activation is an index of the amount of the
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evidence in favor of a particular hypothesis.
... (and) disambiguation involves activating
one alternative of a given type and inhibiting all others" (MacDonald et al 1994a, P.686).
The constraint-satisfaction model does not distinguish between a first stage of
structure construction and a second stage of evaluation and, if necessary, revision as in
the modular models like the garden-path model. That is, sentence processing proceeds
depending on different sources of information, and difficulty arises only "when
information is inconsistent (e.g., incompatible alternatives are equally supported) and
when input is encountered that is inconsistent with the previously biased alternative"
(Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995, P. 232). Accordingly, the cornerstone of most work (to
be discussed below) within the constraint-satisfaction approach was proving that
providing lexical, semantic, or contextual information in ambiguous sentences which are
resolved in favor of the unpreferred analysis, would eliminate the garden path effect. In
other words, contrary to the garden path model's assumptions, the human processor
considers, in parallel, multiple analyses in the early stages of processing which may make
it less likely to suffer from the garden path effect. Also, to support their position,
researchers belonging to the constraint-satisfaction camp went on to reinterpret the results
obtained by the researchers belonging to the garden path tradition as resulting from
factors like a verb's argument structure (whether it appears more as transitive or
intransitive, and its representation as a net of relations), tense morphology (whether it has
a regular or irregular form of past and present participle), voice (active or passive), and
its coincident X bar structure (the tree representation of word in term of the its lexical
rather than syntactic relations).
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Though its theoretical bases were formulated by MacDonald et al in their
previously mentioned works (1994, a; b), earlier efforts in this regard can be dated back
to early 1980s. Based on the lexical-functional theory of grammar, Ford, Bresnan, and
Kaplan (1982) introduced their syntactic closure theory of sentence comprehension.
Syntactic closure might be the first formal theory to emphasize the lexical information a
the most important tool in solving sentence ambiguity. According to Ford et al (1982)
"the most crucial aspect of syntactic closure is. . .that lexical items govern the closure
properties of phrases" (p. 743). Though, according to the theory, grammatical rules are
applied serially in the sentence comprehension process so that only one structure is
initially obtained, functional and lexical information systematically affect syntactic
analysis. To prove their point, they introduced sentences like (5a) and (5b), which have
the same ambiguity between relative structure or complement structure analyses.
(5a) The woman wanted the dress on that rack.
(5b) The woman positioned the dress on that rack.
In their analysis of these two sentences, they showed that while they differ only in
the verb, it was the lexical characteristics of the verbs which assigned nominal
modification as the preferred structure for (5a) and PP complement as the preferred
structure for (5b). Accordingly, they conclude, "... within the human memory structure
which stores the lexical component of grammar, the various lexical forms of a given verb
have different "strengths" or "saliences", and the strongest form determines the preferred
syntactic analysis" (p. 745).
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Among the early efforts on the importance of the lexical and nonsyntactic
information is a series of experiments conducted by Holmes and her colleagues (Holmes,
1984, 1987; Holmes & Forster, 1972; Holmes, Kennedy, & Murray, 1987; Mitchell &
Holmes, 1985). Mitchell and Holmes (1985) presented their subjects with pairs of
ambiguous sentences like (6). Both of them had a reduced sentence complement, which
should be analyzed, initially, as a direct object, according to the modular models. They
used verbs with different lexical expectations. In the current example, the verb suspect
was assumed to be biased towards a clausal reading, whereas a verb like read was
assumed to be biased towards direct object continuation.
(6a) The historian suspected the manuscript of his book had been lost.
(6b) The historian read the manuscript of his book had been lost.
The reading time of the disambiguating region for sentences like (6b) was longer
than its equivalent in (6a). On the other hand, this difference disappeared when the word
that was included. This result was interpreted to mean that verb bias was the crucial
factor. When verb bias was consistent with the final solution (as in 6a), the subjects were
not garden-pathed, but they were garden-pathed only when this consistency didn't exist.
In the same line of research, Holmes and her colleagues (Holmes, Kennedy, &
Murray, 1987) presented their subjects with three kinds of sentences: the first has a verb
followed by a direct object, the second has a verb followed by a reduced complement,
and the third is an unambiguous sentence in which the complement clause was introduced
by the word that, as in (7):
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(7a) The maid disclosed the safe's location within the house to the officer.
(7b) The maid disclosed the safe's location within the house had been
changed.
(7c) The maid disclosed that the safe's location within the house had been
changed.
Though they found, consistent with the garden path model, that reading times were
longer for the disambiguating areas in reduced complement sentences in comparison to
direct object sentences, they found the same effect for the unreduced complement version
with that. They interpreted this result to indicate that long reading time in sentences as in
(7b) doesn't reflect the minimal attachment principle, according to which the processor
constructs the simpler complement structure (the direct object), but may reflect the extra
work needed to deal with the two sets of clausal relations instead ofjust one.
The results presented by Holmes et al were still in the realm of the structural
perspective, and Rayner and Frazier (1987) attributed them to the difference between the
eye movements measure they used and the self-paced technique used by Holmes and her
colleagues. However, in a latter paper (Holmes, Stowe, and Cupples, 1989), Holmes and
her colleagues argued for a considerable role of lexical factors in the early stages of
structural processing. They presented their subjects with temporarily ambiguous
sentences containing a complement clause. The verbs in these sentences could be either
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typically followed by a direct object (NP-bias verbs) as (8a), or typically followed by
clausal complement (clause-bias verbs) as in (8b).
(8a) The reporter saw (that) her friend was not succeeding.
(8b) The referee decided (that) the match was important to the player.
Holmes et al found that readers were garden-pathed after NP bias verbs, while they
were not in case of clause-bias verbs. These results were interpreted to mean that the
pragmatic plausibility of the complement clause in the clause-bias condition eliminated
the effect of garden path because the non-minimal attachment structure was expected.
The results of this study, which were consistent with a similar earlier one (see above) by
Mitchell and Holmes (1985), raised serious questions about the modular model.
The main work in this tradition, however, was done by Tannenhaus and his
colleagues. The effect of the verb constraints and its related expectation was studied by
Trueswell, Tannenhaus, and, Kello (1993). Consistent with the Holmes et al results and
in contradiction to Ferreira and Henderson (1991), they showed that the garden path
effect is found in sentences containing verbs typically used with a noun phrase
complement (as "forgot" in The studentforgot (that) the solution was in the back ofthe
book,) but not in sentences with verbs typically used with sentence complement (as
"hoped" in The student hoped (that) the solution was in the back ofthe book.) Moreover,
they found the effect of deleting the complementizer that on naming pronouns depends
on the verb's preference to be followed by that. These results were replicated by Gamsey,
Pearlmutter, Myers, and Lotocky (1997) who found that the plausibility of particular
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word combination and frequency-based verb biases interact in the early stages of
processing to eliminate the garden-path effects.
To study the effect of temporal context on mitial syntactic analysis, Trueswell and
Tannenhaus (1991) required their subjects to complete fragments of sentences (like The
student spotted...) when they appear in a context containing an event that occurred in the
past or in the ftiture. The results showed that subjects tended to complete the fragment as
a main clause in the past context and as a relative clause in the future context. The results
were interpreted as an indication that the bias to interpret a verb in a reduced clause as a
past-tense verb can be reduced or eliminated when the temporal context is inconsistent
with it. The same results were found using a reading time measure. Trueswell and
Tanenhaus found that the relative clause sentences were read faster in future context in
comparison to the past contexts, and, accordingly, the temporal information was available
in the early stages of processing.
However, according to the garden path theorists, the constraint-satisfaction model,
like most models within the parallel interactive approach, deals with resolving conflicts
between different competing interpretations but can't explain their sources and how they
were initially constructed. Also, the dispute between the two general approaches has a
procedural aspect. That is, while constraint-satisfaction researchers insist that introducing
semantic and contextual information eliminates the garden path effect, garden path
researchers suggest that it is reduced but not eliminated and that it does exist but can't be
detected using current methodology.
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Moreover, the previously presented research efforts within the interactive approach
did not give fully precise, quantitative predictions regarding the potential outcomes of
different possible interactions among different sources of information. Even Tannenhaus
and Trueswell (1995, P. 232) admit that "constraint-based models have generally suffered
from underspecification, leaving them open to the criticism that they don't make clear
predictions beyond the general claims that context matters". For this reason, Tannenhaus
and his colleagues (Tannenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, & Hanna, 2000; Spivey-Knowlton &
Tannenhaus, 1998; McRae, Spivey-Knowlton, & Tannenhaus, 1998) began to develop
competition-based simulation models to transform their claims about the interactive
effects of different sources of information into quantitative predictions to be tested
referring to the actual human data. Their general conclusion is that their framework can
account for most of the data better than any other approach.
The Incremental Interactive Model
The importance of contextual factors from the early beginning of sentence processing
was emphasized by the referential support or, to be known later as, the incremental
interactive model developed by Grain, Steedman, and Altmann (Altmann, 1 988; Altmann &
Steedman, 1988; Grain & Steedman, 1985; Steedman & Altmann, 1989). They propose
what they call the referential support mechanism as an explanation of sentence ambiguity
resolution. According to this mechanism, an NP analysis which is referentially supported
will be favored over one that is not (Altmann & Steedman, 1988, p. 201). Resolution of
local ambiguity, thus, does not depend on syntactic factors or the structural relations among
the components of the sentence which are supposed to be context-independent in the early
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stages of parsing. Rather, the syntactic processor proposes syntactic alternatives for semantic
and pragmatic evaluation in parallel. So, the model is known as a "weak" interaction
model that maintains formal autonomy of syntax and semantics but allows "semantic
components to decide whether to abandon or to continue with a given analysis, perhaps even
to the extent of comparing evaluation or referents of alternative analyses, in order to resolve
a local syntactic ambiguity" (Grain & Steedman, 1985, p. 325). Accordmgly, they give an
essential role to the contextual presuppositions expressed initially in the principle of
referential success stating that "if there is a reading that succeeds in referring to an entity
already established in the hearer' s mental model of the domain of discourse, then it is
favored over one that does not" (Grain & Steedman, 1985, p. 331). Thus, the relative clause
interpretation of the sentence the horse racedpast the bamfell presupposes more than one
horse as antecedents for the NP "the horse" , and the relative clause is used to define one of
them. On the other hand, the main clause interpretation of the same sentence presupposes
just one antecedent in the discourse context. Thus, the referential aspects of the context
determine, according to this model, the local ambiguity resolution. To account for the cases
in which there are two or more readings, neither of which succeeds in referring to an entity
in the hearer' s model, and, thus, a new reading has to be chosen to modify the model, Grain
and Steedman expanded the principle of referential success into the general principle of
parsimony. The latter principle states that "if there is a reading that carries fewer
unsatisfied presuppositions or entailments than any other, then, other criteria of plausibility
being equal, that reading will be adopted as most plausible by the hearer, and the
presuppositions in question will be incorporated in his or her model" (Grain & Steedman,
1985, p. 333). An important aspect of Grain and Steedman' s theory is that contextual
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plausibility here does not refer to general world-knowledge. Rather, it refers to the truth or
falsehood of specific knowledge or the hearer' s model of what is true and what is false in a
specific situation.
A lot of research work was conducted to verify the referential support mechanism,
(Allmann & Steedman, 1988; Altmann, Garnham, & Dennis, 1992; Altmann, Garnham, &
Henstra, 1994; Britt, Perfetti, Garrod, & Rayner, 1992), versus the garden path model which
maintains that the contextual influence is available only after an initial structurally-
determined, context-independent analysis is constructed (Clifton & Ferreira, 1989; Ferreira
& Clifton, 1986; Mitchell, Corely, & Garnham, 1992; Mitchell & Corcly, 1994; Rayner,
Garrod, & Perfetti, 1992). However, there is a dispute about whether the contextual effect
observed in ambiguous sentences with unprcferrcd analysis is due to the effect of context
which eliminates the garden path effect or to a rapid thematic repair facility, which makes
the reanalysis process very fast.
Evaluating Current Models of Sentence Processing
Despite the large literature on the subject, two questions may be of particular
importance in evaluating competing models of sentence processing, and finding answers to
them is the main aim of the proposed research. These two questions are (1 ) what is the effect
ofcompeting contradictory analyses on the reading time of an ambiguous region? Does
activating two interpretations or more make this region takes longer to read than in
equivalent unambiguous sentences, as predicted by the constraint-satisfaction model'' Or
will it take nearly equal times in both cases, as predicted by the garden path model? And
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ftirther, is any difference in reading time of this region dependent on contextually induced
biases? (2) What is the effect of contextual plausibiUty on processing a disambiguating
region? Does introducing a context which makes an interpretation more plausible facilitate
this interpretation and inhibit the initial activation of the other one? Using ambiguous
sentences resolved in favor of the preferred analysis avoids the issue of speeding versus
eliminating the reanalysis process as explained below. Accordingly, what is the effect of
contextual plausibility on the disambiguating region in sentences resolved in favor of
normally-preferred analysis?
In addressing these two questions, the current research considered the major two
extreme versions of these models, namely the garden path theory and constraint-satisfaction
theory. However, other intermediate approaches (e.g., Gibson, 1991) may have their own
answers to these questions, but they will not be discussed here.
As an attempt to find answers to these questions, the next two points provide the basic
theoretical background and the general predictions which can be derived from each model.
The Ambiguous Region as the Critical Region
In most of the previous research, the disambiguating region was the critical region. As
will be described below, that led to a difficulty in determining whether faster reading times
(obtained by manipulating frequency, cues, or context) are due to facilitafing or eliminating
the reanalysis process.
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However, the ambiguous region, free from the issue of speeded versus eliminated
reanalysis, has its own useftil imphcations for the issue ofhow the mind processes the
sentence. That is, in ambiguous sentences, comprehending the ambiguous region should be
facilitated by useful contextual, lexical, and frequency information, according to the
constraint-satisfaction model. Moreover, it should, also, according to the same model, be
hindered by contradictory, competing cues which lead the reader to different simultaneous
interpretations. On the other hand, the garden path model supposes that the processor
interprets the ambiguous region accordmg to simple rules (e.g., minimal attachment and late
closure), and will stick to this strucUirally-based interpretation unless other sources of
information prove that the initial interpretation was wrong and needs to be reanalyzed.
The issue of the effect of the multiple possible interpretations on sentence processing
time can be dated back to the early work of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Fodor et al
(1974) raised the issue and described six studies addressing it. Three studies (Mackay, 1966;
Foss, 1970; Lackner & Garrett, 1973) confirmed the simultaneous availability of different
interpretations. On the other hand, the other three studies (Foss, Bever, & Silver, 1968;
Cairns, 1970; Carey, Mehler, & Bever, 1970) indicated that only one interpretation of the
ambiguous sentence is available at a given time (for description of these studies, see Fodor
et al, 1974, pp. 361-366). However, these studies did not discriminate between different
kinds of ambiguity, and, in most cases, focused in lexical ambiguity.
Recently, the issue was raised by Lewis in a discussion panel held on CUNY (Clifton,
Gibson, & Lewis, 1999). In discussing parallel models, he argued that it is difficult to
distinguish parallel and serial models of sentence ambiguity because they, according to his
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point of view, are functionally equal. By using the disambiguating region as the critical
region, they can both fail on severe garden paths and recover from easier ambiguities. To
solve this problem, he proposed that the ambiguous region is the place where the differences
between these two models can arise through finding evidence of unpreferred structures,
present in parallel to the preferred ones.
Thus, studying the ambiguous region can differentiate serial versus parallel-
competitive models like constraint satisfaction. That is, finding parallel and competitive
interpretations should increase processing time in the ambiguous region. In both cases, this
prediction is in contradiction to the garden path model which predicts that the reading time
of the ambiguous region will not be affected by parallel or competitive interpretations. The
processor, according to this model, will construct the initial simpler analysis and will stick
with it until it proves to be incorrect in the disambiguating region (a point developed earlier
by Frazier, 1995; see below)
Thus, using the ambiguous region as the critical region in a context designed to equally
activate two alternative and competing interpretations (conflicted context) will allow us to
test a fundamental hypothesis of the constraint-satisfaction model. According to this model,
the processor should construct two alternative interpretations, which compete with each
other resulting, presumably, in longer reading time than equivalent unambiguous sentences.
On the other hand, garden-path theory predicts that there will be no difference in this region
between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences, as the processor, according to this model,
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will construct the preferred structural analysis and will continue using it unless it proves to
be fault.
As a primary test of this hypothesis, a brief literature review was conducted to see
whether the ambiguous regions in the ambiguous sentences took more time than their
equivalents in the unambiguous ones. Most of the reviewed studies (Clifton & Ferreira,
1987; Ferreira & Henderson, 1990; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier,
1983; Rayner & Frazier, 1987) showed no substantial differences between first pass times
for this region in both conditions. However, few studies did (e.g., Ferreira & Clifton, 1986;
Gamesy, Pearlmutter, Myers, and Lotocky, 1997). The results of this brief review show that
this phenomenon might deserve a special study to (1) systematically study it in case of
clearly induced different and contradictory interpretations, (2) to study its implications for
theories of sentence processing, and (3) to try to interpret the conflicting results in the
literature.
Using Ambiguous Normally-Preferred Sentences
In most studies in the literature designed to test the claims of different models of
sentence ambiguity resolution, researchers used ambiguous sentences resolved in favor of
the unpreferred analysis. Only few studies (Binder, Duffy, & Rayner, 1996; Clifton, Villalta,
Mohamed, & Frazier (1999); MacDonald, Just, & Carpenter 1992; Ni, Crain, &
Shankweiler, 1996; Pearlmutter & MacDonald 1995; Pearlmutter & Mendehlson 1998)
were concentrated on studying sentences with the preferred analysis. The importance of this
kind of sentence stems from its potential capability of avoiding the dead end situation
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regarding the predictions derived on the basis of sentences with unpreferred analyses. A
logical analysis ofmodular and parallel-interactive models shows that they have very similar
predictions. According to the modular models, processing an ambiguous sentence with an
unpreferred analysis requires a long time as the processor will find that the initially preferred
analysis is wrong and will need extra time for the reanalysis process, so it can consider the
correct, though normally unpreferred, analysis. On the other hand, according to competitive
models like the constraint-satisfaction model, unless there are directive cues of frequency,
context, or plausibility, this kind of sentence may activate two nearly-equal competing
interpretations, which means that the processor will need extra time to settle down the
competition between them in the disambiguating region.
The previous logic was originally crystallized by Frazier in her paper at the CUNY
conference in 1994 (Frazier, 1994; see also, Frazier, 1995). hi these works, Frazier pointed
out that, in regard to structurally preferred analyses, distinct predictions are made by garden
path versus constraint satisfaction models. According to Frazier, while the garden path
model predicts asymmetry between structurally preferred analyses and structurally
unpreferred analyses, the constraint satisfaction model does not. For the garden path model,
plausibility of the structurally unpreferred analysis should not influence comprehension time
of sentences resolved in favor of the structurally preferred analysis. However, the
plausibility ofthe first-computed, structurally preferred analysis influences the
comprehension time of the structurally unpreferred analysis. On the other hand, for the
constraint sadsfaction model, the plausibility of the structurally preferred analysis affects the
processing time of sentences resolved in favor of the unpreferred analysis. Similarly, the
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plausibility of the structurally unpreferred analysis affects the processing time of ambiguous
sentences resolved in favor of the preferred analysis.
Thus, using sentences with preferred analyses may give us the chance to get more
precise and discriminative predictions. The disambiguating region in this kind of sentence is
typically predicted to take a short time, according to the garden path model, as the processor
will stick to the initial analysis and will not need to revise it. On the other hand, according to
the constraint satisfaction model, the disambiguating region in this kind of sentences,
presented in a conflicted context (by conflicted context here, I mean a context which,
equally and explicitly, supports and activates two plausible, semantically acceptable
interpretations), will take a long time to read as the processor remains unsure of the real
solution until the end of the sentence. As an example a sentence like Theyproved the theory
under discussion could have two disambiguating solutions, in which the verb takes either a
direct object NP "e.g., the theory'' or a sentence complement "e.g., the theory under
discussion was wrong". The reader, in such cases, according to the constraint-satisfaction
model, remains uncertain until the end of the sentence.
While the garden path theory predicts that sentences resolved to the preferred analysis
take a short time to be processed, the constraint satisfaction theory predicts they will take a
long time when context is conflicted or supports the unpreferred analysis. Thus, using
sentences with the preferred analysis avoids the dispute about whether the observed effects
of contextual and pragmatic factors on processing sentences with unpreferred analyses are
due to speeding or eliminating the reanalysis process. A main goal of the proposed research
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IS, thus, to test the vaHdity ofmajor theoretical models of sentence processmg usmg
temporanly ambiguous sentences resolved in favor of the nomially-preferred analysis.
Review ofRelevant Literature
Before proceeding more in this discussion, a brief description of some of the previous
research work concerned with using normally preferred sentences might be necessary to
understand the implications of the previous logic.
The garden path and constraint satisfaction models, though they have similar
predictions for sentences with unpreferred sentences, have clearly distinctive predictions in
regard to sentences with preferred analyses as explained above. A similar logic was behind
the study of MacDonald et al (1992). They postulated that high span memory people, as
measured by the reading span task of Daneman and Carpenter (1980), are more able to
mamtain more than one interpretation of the ambiguous sentences with preferred analyses,
such as The experienced soldier warned about the dangers before the midnight. High span
readers are supposed to be able to activate multiple interpretations, according to the
constraint satisfaction model, until reaching the disambiguating area (in this case the full
stop, so the sentence remains ambiguous to its end). Low span memory readers are less able
to maintain more than one (the more likely) interpretation, so they tend to abandon the
unpreferred analysis. According to this analysis, "the high span readers should show more
effect of ambiguity than low span readers" (MacDonald et al 1992, P.59) because they have
to generate more than one representation. In other word, they should pay the price of their
good memory. MacDonald et al ' s data seemed to confirm their predictions. They found that
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high span readers had longer reading times at the disambiguating area than low span readers,
and disambiguation time was highly correlated (r =
.83, P<
.001) with the plausibility of the
alternative interpretations. Also, in a follow-up study, Pearbiutter and MacDonald (1995)
found the same result though they presented a different explanation. In this second study, the
differences between high and low span people were attributed to differences in sensitivity to
the plausibility of sentences, rather than to difference in the ability of maintaining several
alternative interpretations in the working memory. However, the bottom line of the two
explanations remains the same. In both cases, the high span readers get more complicated
cues (probabilistic constraints) from the sentences than the low span readers do.
In his review of these studies, Clifton (2000) criticized Pearlmutter and MacDonald
(1995) for relying on correlational analysis of only 10 items with one or two outliers in a
violation of the distributional assumptions of the correlation coefficient. That is, according
to Clifton, any unusual reading times for any of these outliers could give numerically large
correlation coefficient, and that makes it difficult to reach a firm conclusion depending on
their data. Another consideration which might be relevant is that the individual differences
in memory span may have nothing to do with the sentences used in these studies as these
sentences have only two possible interpretations which may not be a substantial overload
even for those who have low memory span. If that was the case, the criterion used (memory
span) is not sensitive enough to the effects ofmemory on sentence parsing. Moreover,
studying these assumptions in terms of individual differences may not be the best strategy to
test them. Rather, it could be more usefiil if a sample ofpeople ofmiddle range and
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homogenous memory capacity is tested to see whether or not activating more than one
mterpretation will increase their reading time as a result of considenng them together.
Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn ( 1 998) adopted this strategy. They presented their
subjects with temporarily ambiguous sentences with preferred analyses as The report that
the dictator described/bombed the country was clearlyfalse. A pilot study indicated that the
preferred analysis treated the embedded sentence as a complement of the noun, while the
unpreferred analysis treated it as a relative clause modifying the noun. Other researchers
have shown that verb complements (e.g., John told the girl that he liked Mary) are preferred
over relative clause noun modifiers {John told the girl that he liked about Mary)
, and that a
garden path can be observed when an ambiguous phrase is resolved in favor of a relative
clause. Pearlmutter and Mendelson propose that same preference will be seen in a noun
complement/noun modifier ambiguity. To see whether the (wrong) unpreferred analysis
would affect the preferred one, they manipulated the plausibility of the relative clause to be
pragmatically plausible or implausible. They found that reading times of sentences with
implausible unpreferred analyses were longer than their counterparts with plausible
unpreferred analyses. Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn interpreted their result as indicating that
the processor was sensitive to the implausibility of the unpreferred analysis and that multiple
analyses are evaluated in parallel, and if one analysis is implausible, it takes extra attention
and time.
This conclusion is consistent with the parallel model and in contradiction to the garden
path model as it shows that pragmatic factors are involved in the initial stage of processing.
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However, according to the garden path model, considenng the unpreferred analysis is not
necessary, as the processor constructs the initial preferred analysis and does not need to
consider other sources of information. On replicating this study, Clifton, Villalta, Mohamed,
and Frazier (1999) did not find substantial differences between sentences with a plausible
unpreferred analysis and equivalent sentences with implausible analyses. Consistent with
this result, Binder et al (1996) found that implausible and less frequent interpretations of
ambiguous sentences did not lead to a garden path effect in the disambiguating region. Thus,
while it is less likely to h^wQ patient as an agent of the verb cure, presenting subjects with
sentences as The patient cured the inexperienced doctor and becamefamous, did not lead to
a garden path effect in the disambiguating area the inexperienced, where "the patient"
turned out to be the agent not the object of the verb ''cure ". Moreover, in an attempt to elicit
this garden path effect, they placed their sentences within paragraph contexts that were
biased toward the reduced relative (RR) interpretation. However, they found no evidence
that readers were garden pathed in these RR-biased contexts more than they were in reading
sentences in contexts that were biased toward the direct object interpretation.
Thus, based on the theoretical framework developed so far in current research,
disambiguating regions in sentences resolved in favor of preferred analysis, from now on
"normally-preferred sentences", were studied in different context conditions. Three different
context conditions can be ofparticular importance in this regard: conflicted context (a
context equally activates two contradictory analyses), preferred context (a context biased
toward the preferred analysis), and unpreferred context (a context biased toward the
unpreferred analysis). Moreover, the ambiguous region, an area traditionally neglected in the
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literature, was investigated to see how it was affected by the context conditions and verbs-
biases. The mam goal of the research (which will be further elaborated below) is to see how
different context conditions affect both ambiguous and disambiguating regions and to
determine the relative role of structural vs. semantic and pragmatic information in
processing each ofthem. The research, according to this framework, is assumed to shed
light on the nature of the interaction between sentence and text levels of language processing
and how this interaction can affect syntactic ambiguity resolution.
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CHAPTER II
EMPIRICAL WORK
The current research was designed to achieve the following two main goals:
1- Deriving and testing specific predictions of the major models of sentence ambiguity
resolution.
2- Studying the interaction between sentence and text levels of language processing.
In its attempt to achieve these goals, the research was guided by two major questions:
(1) What is the effect of different equally possible contradictory analyses on the ambiguous
region? Will using a conflicted context lead to competition between the alternative available
analyses, and accordingly, to longer reading time of the ambiguous region in comparison to
its equivalent in the unambiguous sentence, as predicted by the constraint-satisfaction
model? Or will the ambiguous region take the same time as the unambiguous version of the
sentence to read in different context conditions, as predicted by the garden-path model?
(2) What is the effect of contextual plausibility on processing the disambiguating area in the
ambiguous sentences resolved in favor of the preferred analysis? Will the conflicted and
unpreferred contexts in the ambiguous versions of the sentence make it more difficult for the
parser to process the disambiguating region in comparison to the unambiguous versions, as
predicted by the constraint satisfaction model? Or will the parser stick with the first analysis
and continue, smoothly, in processing the disambiguating region as it does not need to revise
the initial analysis, as predicted by the garden path model?
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Because of the central importance of the material and its validity in this research,
detailed description of material construction and normmg studies will precede the
presentation of Experiment 1.
Material Construction and Nomiing Studies
Material Constructinn
A temporarily ambiguous sentence, resolved in favor of its normally preferred
interpretation, like
(9) They proved the theory under discussion and their results were confirmed by many
other researchers in different places,
was presented in three context conditions: conflicted, preferred, and unprcferred
This ambiguous version of the sentence complement ("the theory" can be used as
direct object of the verb "prove" or as subject of a complement sentence) will be compared
to an equivalent unambiguous sentence in which the processor has no ambiguity in
accepting the preferred analysis. Using subcategorization information lets us develop this
required baseline. Though the early original version of the garden path theory claimed that
this information might become available only later after constructing the initial structure,
recent findings (Adams, Clifton, & Mitchell, 1998; see also Clifton, Frazier, & Connine,
1984; Frazier, 1987) indicate that this very rapidly used information (.4 - 2 sec of word
processing) about transitivity of verbs may affect the initial parsing. However, this
conclusion does not mean, Adams et al argue, that detailed lexical information stored with
individual words is the only source of sentence structure or guides initial structure building.
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Rather, for the purposes of the current research, it might indicate that verb information (e.g.,
stnct subcategonzation mformation) is used fast enough to block the sentence complement
interpretation, and consequently, any possible ambiguity. Accordingly, baseline sentences
were constructed by using pure transitive verbs, which can ' t take a sentence complement,
and, accordingly, there is no possibiUty, in the current example, of interpreting "the
theory" as a subject of a sentence complement. These alternative verbs will be chosen as to
keep the original meaning of the sentence. In the current example, the unambiguous version
of the sentence will be
(10) They validated the theory under discussion and their results were confirmed by
many other researchers in different places.
As was the case for its ambiguous version, this kind of sentence was used in the three
previously mentioned context conditions. In preparing the material, verbs used were chosen
to be approximately equally biased toward noun phrase and sentence complement (or biased
towards sentence complement interpretation) according to at least one of the frequency
norms presented by Gamsey et al (1997) and Kennison (in press). (For the details of verbs'
frequency, see Appendix A, and for verbs' biases, see Appendix B). The average ofNP verb
bias in Gamsey er al's hst is 30%, SD = 22 and in Kennison's hst is 42%, SD = 23. On the
other hand, the average of SC verb bias in Gamsey et al's Hst is 41%, SD = 20, and in
Kennison list is 32%), SD = 23. Combined together, the average of the NP verb bias in the
two lists is 36%), SD = 8, and the average of the SC verb bias on them is 36, SD = 6. On the
other hand, for the unambiguous verbs, the only restriction in choosing them was that they
had to have approximately the same meaning as their counterparts in the ambiguous
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sentences. This was achieved depending on the experimenter's judgement and was
confirmed by a native speaker of Enghsh.'
Following this logic, 24 passages each containing an ambiguous normally preferred
critical sentence and its unambiguous counterpart were constructed. Each passage contained
either a conflicted, preferred, or unpreferred context and the cntical sentences were either
unambiguous or ambiguous. Using only normally-preferred sentences had the risk that, after
few trials, subjects might guess the nature of the sentence and avoid calculating the other
possible interpretation(s), so another set ofpassages was used as fillers. This set consisted of
12 passages each ofwhich contained a critical ambiguous sentence resolved toward the
unpreferred analysis. To keep these passages similar to the experimental sentences, they
were assigned equally to the three context conditions. Thus, 4 passages had a conflicted
context, 4 passages had a preferred context, and 4 passages had an unpreferred context.
The following is an example of the ambiguous and unambiguous versions of a
sentence followed by presenting them within three contextual plausibility conditions.
• The preferred-analysis structure (the ambiguous version)
Theyproved the theory under discussion and their results were confirmed by many other
researchers in different places.
• The preferred-analysis structure (the unambiguous version)
They validated the theory under discussion and their results were confirmed by many
other researchers in different places.
' Chuck Clifton.
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• Preferred analysis structure in Conflicted context
In the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 5 theory. Amon^ those ^hn
involved in the discus.sions and decided to test it were Dr Rna.., and Br Hnn.ihn.
fr,
Boston University' On going home, they conducted a lot ofresearch on the subject. They
proved/validated the theory under discussion and their results were confirmed by many
other researchers in differentplaces. Their results, again, evoked new controversial issues.
They and Dr. Brown, however, may be nominatedfor the Noble Prize.
• Preferred analysis structure in preferred context
In the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 's theory. Among tho.se who were
supportive in the discussions and decided to show that the theory was correct, were Dr.
Ro2ers and Dr. Hamiltonfrom Bo.ston University. On going home, they conducted a lot of
research on the subject. Theyproved/validated the theory under discussion and their
results were confirmed by many other researchers in differentplaces. Their results, again,
evoked new controversial issues. They and Dr. Brown, however, may be nominatedfor the
Noble Prize.
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• Preferred analysis structure in unpreferred context
In the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 's theory. Amon^ thns. u^hn u..r.
suspicious in the discussions and decided to show that thp th.n^
, ^g, i„rnrr^rf n.-
Ro^ersandPr. Hamilton from Boston University On gomg home, they conducted a lot of
research on the subject. They proved/validated the theory under discussion and their
results were confirmed by many other researchers in different places. Their results, again,
evoked new controversial issues. They and Dr. Brown, however, may be nominatedfor the
Noble Prize.
Norming studies
Two norming studies were conducted to verify the suitability of the material to be used
in the research.
Norming study 1
.
was a completion task and was related to the first of the two
major questions mentioned above and aimed to estimate the effectiveness of the different
context conditions. In other words, it aimed to make sure that the each context evokes the
interpretation(s) intended to be evoked. Thus, in the conflicted condition, there should be
equal preference of the two interpretations. On the other hand, for the preferred and
unpreferred contexts, there should be a preference toward the preferred and unpreferred
interpretations, respectively. Each experimental sentence was presented in the three context
conditions but in an incomplete format. The subject's task was to choose either the preferred
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or the unpreferred analysis as the best completion of the sentence. Three groups of subjects
of 8 subjects participated in the completion choice task.^ Each group completed 24 passages
of the 72 passages (24 items * 3 context conditions) which can be constructed. The
constructions of the three sets ofpassages followed a Latin square so that for each sentence,
one passage representing one condition was chosen to be included in each set. The logic
behind using this technique of completion choice rather than open completion is that in the
open completion task subjects may get the unpreferred interpretation or even different
simultaneous interpretations but choose to write the simpler and easier one. Also, this
technique avoids the problem of getting responses that can't be classified as either a
preferred or an unpreferred interpretation. Finally, this method is assumed to take less time
and require less effort in comparison to the open completion technique and, accordingly,
should keep a higher level of subjects' motivation. The order of presenting the
interpretations to be chosen from was alternated, so half of the items had NP complement
first and the other half of items had the sentence complement first.
The basic prediction was that, for the conflicted context, ifboth interpretations were
chosen by an equal percentage of subjects that would be evidence that both interpretations
seem reasonable and available to the subjects. For the preferred context, the preferred
analysis had to be chosen by the majority of subjects to be accepted. Similarly, for the
unpreferred context, the unpreferred analysis had to be chosen by the majority of subjects.
The following presents three examples ofnorming the relative availability of different
analyses in the three context conditions. In all cases, the part of the passage that follows
^ Data from one uncooperative subject were not analyzed.
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the critical sentences was removed because it is supposed to give logical coherence to
either of the two interpretations.
The instructions were as follows:
Please read each ofthefollowingpassages. After each paragraph, choose the best
continuation given your interpretation ofthe paragraph.
(1) Conflicted Context
In the last conference ofin cancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 'sOtheory. Amon^ thosp whn
were involved in the discussions and decided to test it were Dr. Rogers and Dr. Hamilton
from Boston University. On going home, they conducted a lot ofresearch on the subject.
They proved the theory under discussion
(a) and their results were confirmed by many other researchers.
(b) was correct and their results were confirmed by many other researchers.
(2) Preferred context
In the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 's theory. Among those who were
supportive in the discussions and decided to show that the theory was correct, were Dr.
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Roffcruminr flam iKonfron, Hj^mlliimmly. On going home, they conducted a lo, of
research on the subject. They proved the theory> under discussion
(a) was correct and their results were connrmcd by many other researchers.
(b) and their results were confirmed by many other researchers.
(3) Unpreferred context
/// the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March. Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 's theory;. Amonv tho.'.p who wpvp
SUSPiciQUS in Ok discussions and decided to .show that the tlwnrv was wron^. were Dr.
Hoam and Pn Hamilton from Boston University. On going home, they conducted a lot of
research on the subject. Theyproved the theory under discussion
(a) and their results were confimied by many other researchers.
(b) was correct and their results were confirmed by many other researchers.
The results of the first norming study are summarized in Tabic 1
:
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Context
Completion
Preferred Completion Unpreferred Completion
Conflicted Context CQ '700/ 40.22%
Preferred Context 71.20% 28.80%
Unpreferred Context
34.78% 65.22%
Table 1
: Results of the first norming study
The results indicated clearly that the contexts work in the expected direction. The
conflicted conditions invoked nearly equal percentages of responses in favor of both
preferred and unpreferred analyses. The majority of subjects chose the preferred analysis
in the preferred context. Similarly, the majority of subjects chose the unpreferred analysis
in the unpreferred context. A simple ANOVA showed that there was a significant
difference among contexts in terms of their preferences for the type of completion that
follows the verb in the critical sentences (Fl (2, 44) = 20.696, p < .001, F2 (2, 46) =
26.095, p < .001). Pairwise Comparisons among contexts showed that they were
significantly different on .01 level.
Norming Study 2. The second norming study was designed to make sure that
the critical sentences in each passage are plausible. The passages, up through the critical
sentence, were presented to 12 subjects and they were asked to rate the plausibility of the
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underlined critical sentence in each passage on a 7-pomt scale. Moreover, 6 filler
passages were constructed to be extremely implausible (see Appendix C).
The followmg is an example of norming the relative plausibility of the critical sentence
in the conflicted context (preferred resolution). Other conditions were presented in the same
way. The instructions were as follows:
Please read thefollowingpassages carefully and decide how plausible each ofthe
underlined sentences is. Rate the plausibility ofeach sentence using the next 7-point scale
explained below. There is no right or wrong answer, so you can depend on your intuition.
7- Extremely plausible
6- Very plausible
5- Fairly plausible
4- Hardly plausible
3- Implausible
2- Very implausible
1- Extremely implausible
In the last conference ofcancer researchers, held in Detroit last March, Dr. Brown
presented a very controversial theory about the causes ofbreast cancer. The members ofthe
audience were divided regarding the validity ofDr. Brown 's theory. Among those who were
involved in the discussions and decided to test it were Dr. Rogers and Dr. Hamiltonfrom
Boston University. On going home, they conducted a lot ofresearch on the subject. They
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proved the theory, under discmswn and th.ir r...U. ronfrrn^.H hy .....
researchers in different plarp<i
Extremely implausible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely plausible
The average of evaluating each condition of this ratin]
The condition
Ambiguous sentence in preferred context
Unambiguous sentences in preferred context
Ambiguous sentences in conflicted context
Unambiguous sentences in conflicted context
Ambiguous sentences in unpreferred context
Unambiguous sentence in unpreferred context
A simple ANOVA showed that there was no difference among the six conditions in
terms of subjects' rating of their plausibility (Fl(5, 55) = 1.897, p = .1 10, F2 (5, 115) =
.902, p = .483.
Taken together, the results of the two norming studies indicate that the validity of the
material. In particular, they show that (1) context conditions evoke the analyses that they are
supposed to evoke, and (2) the critical sentences in different conditions were acceptable to
readers from the same pool from which subjects of the two experiments would be recruited.
scale was as follows:
The average
6.2
6.3
6.5
5.8
6.5
5.5
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Experiment 1
The first expenment was designed to answer the two main questions presented eariier.
The critical sentences that were either ambiguous or unambiguous nom^ally preferred
sentences were presented m conflicted, preferred, and unpreferred conditions. Thus, in this
experiment, there was an expenmental design of 3 context conditions (conflicted, preferred,
and unpreferred) * 2 ambiguity conditions (ambiguous and unambiguous).
As each of the main questions of the current research is concerned with a specific
region (the first question is concerned with the ambiguous region while the second question
focuses on the disambiguating region), two distinct sets of predictions will be presented for
Experiment 1.
Predictions For the Ambiguous Regions
The basic predicdon here is that, in the conflicted context, if interactive-competitive
models are correct, reading the ambiguous region in the ambiguous version of the sentence
should take a longer time than its equivalent in the unambiguous version. According to the
interactive-competitive models, the reader in the ambiguous version has two altemative
contradictory analyses, which require a long time for the processor to settle the competition
and choose one of them. But in the unambiguous version, the reader has one analysis
available and goes through it unfil the end of the sentence without problems. On the other
hand, the garden path model predicts that the reading time of the ambiguous region will be
nearly equal for both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. That is the case, according to
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the garden path theory, because in both resolution conditions the processor will choose the
syntactically simpler structure over the other possible analyses.
In regard to the difference between the ambiguous and unambiguous versions of the
normally-preferred sentences within the preferred context, both garden path and constraint
satisfaction models give the same predictions. The garden path model predicts that there will
be no difference between ambiguous and unambiguous sentence in terms of the time needed
to process the ambiguous region because the ambiguous region is processed according to the
minimal attachment principle and need not be reanalyzed. Constraint-satisfaction predicts
the same result because of the consistency between the context, which supports the preferred
analysis, and the ambiguous region. However, the unambiguous verbs might make this
region easier to read in the unambiguous sentences in comparison to the ambiguous
sentences.
Similarly, the two models make similar but not the same predictions for the sentences
in the unpreferred context. The garden path model predicts that the ambiguous region in the
ambiguous sentence may take the same reading time as its counterpart in the unambiguous
sentences, or it may take a longer time to read if inconsistent context initiates a reanalysis
process early in the ambiguous region. Constraint satisfaction predicts that the same region
in the ambiguous sentence will take longer time than its counterpart in the unambiguous
sentence because of the contextual inconsistency between the unpreferred context and the
initial preferred analysis in the ambiguous region.
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However, both models differ in the order of difficulty they ascnbe to the sentences in
different context conditions. Assuming that reading time becomes longer as the competing
analyses are nearly equal in preference, the constraint satisfaction model predicts that
sentences in the conflicted context should take longer than their counterparts in the
unpreferred context, which, in turn, takes a longer time than sentences in the preferred
context. On the other hand, the garden path model, which does not assume difficulty in
processing sentences in the conflicted context, predicts that the most difficult sentences are
those in the unpreferred context, followed by the sentences in the conflicted context,
followed by the easiest sentences in the preferred context. (See Table 2 and Figure 1)
Ambiguous region
CS A => U (3)
Preferred Context
GP A = U (3)
CS A > U (1)
Conflicted context
GP A = U (2)
CS A > U (2)
Unpreferred Context
GP A > = u (1)
Table 2: The predicted differences between ambiguous and unambiguous
sentences (ambiguous regions) in different context conditions. Numbers in
parentheses refer to order of difficulty where 1 is the most difficult and 3 is the
easiest of the ambiguous sentences. GP stands for garden path, and CS stands
for Constraint-Satisfaction. A stands for ambiguous sentence, and U stand
for unambiguous sentence.
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MODEL
CS
P N U
Context conditions
Figure 1
:
The interaction between the context and ambiguity in
the preferred resolution condition. Note: ordinate axis represents the
difference between the ambiguous and unambiguous versions of
the same kind of sentences. P stands for preferred context, N for conflicted
context, and U stands for unpreferred context.
Predictions for the disambiguating region
To answer the second question, the disambiguating regions of ambiguous normally
preferred sentences were compared with their unambiguous counterparts in the three
previously mentioned contexts. The predictions of the garden path and constraint
satisfaction models will be discussed separately. For each model, specific predictions for the
comparisons within their related context conditions will be presented (see Table 3).
According to the garden path model, the disambiguating regions in the ambiguous
sentences will take the same time to read as their equivalents in the unambiguous sentences
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for the conflicted and the preferred contexts. This is because, according to this model, the
processor sticks with the initial analysis and there will be no need to revise it. For the
unpreferred context, however, the thematic processor might begm changing the simple
preferred interpretation to the unpreferred interpretation early in the ambiguous region
resulting in longer reading time for the disambiguating region in the ambiguous sentences in
comparison to the its counterpart in the unambiguous sentences.
In terms of the order of difficulty, both ambiguous and unambiguous versions of this
kind of sentence should read most easily in the preferred context, because the final analysis
is consistent with the context. The next most easily read kind of sentence is that in the
conflicted context because the processor has no to prefer either of the two interpretations.
The most difficult kind of sentence is that in the unpreferred context, because the final
analysis is inconsistent with the context.
On the other hand, according to the constraint satisfaction model, in the conflicted
context, the disambiguating regions in the ambiguous sentences should take a longer time
than their equivalents in the unambiguous sentences.
In regard to the unpreferred context, the constraint satisfaction model predicts that
disambiguating regions in the ambiguous sentences should take a longer time than their
equivalents in the unambiguous sentences. That is because the preferred final analysis
contradicts the unpreferred context.
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In regard to the preferred context, the constraint satisfaction model predicts that
disambiguating regions in the ambiguous sentences should take the same time to read as
their equivalents in the unambiguous sentences. That is because the preferred final analysis
is consistent with and supported by the preferred context.
Disambiguating region
Preferred Context
CS A = U (3)
GP A = U (3)
Conflicted Context
CS A > U (2)
GP A = u (2)
Unpreferred Context
CS A > u (1)
GP A >= u (1)
Table 3: the predicted difference between ambiguous and unambiguous
sentences (disambiguating region) in different context conditions. Note:
Numbers in parentheses refer to the order of difficulty in terms of the
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous versions of the sentence. 1
is the most difficult sentence and 3 is the easiest sentence. GP stands for
Garden path, and CS stands for Constraint-Satisfaction.
Method
Participants. 58 subjects participated in the experiment. They were recruited
fi-om UMass undergraduate psychology classes. They participated for credit or were paid $8.
The data of ten subjects with an accuracy level below 70% in answering questions that
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lects
followed each passage were eliminated. Moreover, it was observed that some subj.
seemed to be readmg very fast and carelessly, not lookmg at all presentation regions long
enough to really read them. These subjects were identified as those who read 100 or more
presentation regions of the experimental sentences in less than 400 ms each,
approximately 10% of all regions. Since nearly all presentation regions had multiple
words, it was assumed that these subjects were not always reading carefully. Seven
subjects were eliminated by this criterion, leaving the data of 41 subjects to be analyzed.
For those 41 subjects, reading times below 400 ms and above 8000ms were eliminated.
This resulted in losing 2.74% of the reading times in the critical regions (2.74% for short
times and 0% for long times).
Material. The material used in the experiment is the material developed and
validated through the norming studies described before. It consisted of 24 experimental
passages including critical ambiguous sentences that were resolved in favor of the
preferred analysis. Also, there were 12 filler passages that included ambiguous sentences
resolved in favor of the unpreferred analysis. For the experimental items used in
Experiment 1, see Appendix D, and the fillers, see Appendix E).
Procedures. A 3 (context conditions) * 2 (ambiguity conditions) design was used
in the experiment. For the 48 subjects that remained after throwing out the data of the ten
high error-rate subjects, they were equally distributed over the six counterbalancing
experimental conditions in the experimental design (eight subjects per condition). However,
this fully balanced design was lost after eliminating the seven subjects who had more than
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1 00 reading times below 400 ms. A self-paced reading technique was used to measure the
reading times of presentation regions in the paragraphs, especially, the ambiguous and
disambiguating regions in the critical sentences. Subjects were presented with the
paragraphs on a computer screen. Before each paragraph, subjects saw the sentence
-press
thumb button to see next passage". On pushing a lever with the nght hand, subjects were
presented with a preview display. In this preview display, each letter was replaced by a dot
but the spaces and punctuation were preserved. To see the first region of the text, subjects
had to pull a trigger with the right hand. After reading a particular presentation segment,
subjects had to pull the same trigger again to bring up the next one, and simultaneously, to
turn the previous presentation segment into dots again. Subjects continued pulling the
trigger after reading each presentation segment until the end of the paragraph. Each subject
read 24 experimental paragraphs plus 12 fillers that contain temporanly ambiguous critical
sentences that were and resolved in favor of the unpreferred analysis. Subjects were
instructed to read the paragraphs according to their normal reading speed as they would do
in any natural reading situation. The paragraphs were presented in a constrained-randomized
mode. According to this mode, paragraphs were randomized over the six experimental
conditions according to the Latin square so that every critical sentence appeared equally in
the six conditions and no subject saw a single sentence in more than one condition.
However, two filler passages appeared at the beginning of the session for each subject.
These two paragraphs were used to familiarize subjects with the paradigm. Each paragraph
was followed by a simple comprehension question. The total time needed to finish the
experimental session varied fi^om 35 to 45 minutes. Analysis segments used in collecting
and analyzing data are subject + verb, ambiguous, and disambiguating regions. So, in the
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previous example, these regions will be as follows
Subject + verb ambiguous disambiguating
They proved the theory under discussion and their results were confiremed
Analysis segments almost always coincided with presentation segments, though there were
discrepancies between them in few items.
Results and Discussion
Reading times for the critical regions (subject + verb, ambiguous, and
disambiguating regions), gathered from 41 subjects, are summarized in Table (4). In the
statistical analysis, counterbalancing groups were treated as a between-subject factor as
suggested by Pollatsek and Well (1995) to reduce the variability of having the different
subjects respond to the same stimuli in different conditions. A brief interpretation of the
results will be presented here, but a fuller interpretation of them and their implications for
major models of sentence ambiguity resolution will be presented in the General
Discussion section. A brief reminder of the predictions might be a useful introduction to
the results and their interpretation. For the ambiguous region, the garden path model
predicted that there would be no difference between ambiguous and unambiguous
sentences. This is because the processor, according to this model, is assumed to construct
the simplest structurally based analysis in both cases. On the other hand, according to the
constraint-satisfaction model, the ambiguous region in ambiguous sentences should take
longer to read than its counterpart in unambiguous sentence. This is because, according to
this model, the processor considers only one interpretation in the latter case while it
should consider more than one in the former case with verbs that accept different
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e IS
complements. For the disambiguating region, the garden path model predicts that ther
no difference between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in the time needed to read
this region. That is because in both cases, there is no need to reanalyze the initial
interpretation. Again, for the constraint-satisfaction model, the disambiguating reg
the ambiguous sentence needs a longer time to read than its equivalent in the
unambiguous sentence. This is because, in the former case, the processor needs
time to resolve the competition in the ambiguous region.
non in
more
L-Apci llllcnial
Region
Conditions Subject +Verb Ambiguous
Region
Disambiguating
Region
Conflicted
Ambiguous
944 1367 1461
Conflicted
Unambiguous
978 1355 1255
Preferred
Ambiguous
902 1258 1337
Preferred
Unambiguous
986 1274 1412
Unpreferred
Ambiguous
965 1375 1513
Unpreferred
Unambiguous
995 1322 1382
Table 4: Results of Experiment 1
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As It can be seen from table (4), The results don't fully fit with the predictions of either
garden-path or constraint-satisfaction models as displayed before. For the ambiguous
region, there was a significant effect of context for subject analysis, though just marginally
sigmficant for the item analysis, (Fl (2, 70) = 3.522, p = .035, F2 (2, 36) = 2.919, p = .067).
Contrast analyses showed that reading time of the ambiguous region in the conflicted
context (1361) was significantly longer than its counterpart in the preferred context (1266),
though again it was just marginally significant for item analysis, (Fl (1, 35) = 7.309, p =
.011, F2 (1, 18) = 3.839, p = .066). Also, reading time of the ambiguous region in the
unpreferred context (1349) was significantly longer than that region in the preferred context
(1266) (Fl (1, 35) - 4.543, p = .040, F2 (1, 18) = 6.982, p= .017). Moreover, reading times
of the ambiguous region ofboth conflicted and unpreferred contexts were nearly equal (Fl
(1, 35) = .026, p = .872, F2 (1, 18) = .073, p = .790). These results generally indicate that
subjects were sensitive to different interpretations of ambiguous region that were evoked by
the conflicted and unpreferred contexts. This sensitivity to different interpretations in the
ambiguous region might, on one hand, favor competitive models like constraint satisfaction,
as it shows that the processor can be sensitive to contextual cues even if they are in
contradiction with the initial, structurally-based interpretation of the ambiguous region.
However, the fact that there was no effect of either ambiguity in (Fl (1, 35) = .309, p = .582,
F2 (1, 18) = .085, p = .774) or its interaction with context (Fl (2, 70) = .31 1, p = .734, F2 (2,
36) = .668, p. = .519) in this region seems to disprove this interpretation. That is, if the
contextual effect noticed in this region was due to competitive interaction, then, the time
needed to process it in the unambiguous sentences (where the competition can be easily
settled because of the verbs used) should be shorter than the time necessary to process their
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counterparts in ambiguous sentences. For example, in case of conflicted context, processmg
the ambiguous region in the ambiguous sentences should take a longer time than in the
unambiguous ones. The context, in this case, activates two equally plausible interpretations
and the verb (with equal biases) does not help in settling down the conflict. However, in the
unambiguous sentences, the pure transitive verbs can settle the conflict easily in favor of the
structurally preferred analysis. The same logic can be extended to the preferred and
unpreferred contexts. Taken together, these results indicate that, in dealing with incoming
linguistic stimuli in ambiguous region, subjects used structural analysis and may use strict
subcategorization verb information regardless of other semantic or pragmatic information.
Moreover, in case of uncertainty, the subject preferred the simpler direct object
interpretation.
The latter conclusion is consistent with the reading times of the Subject + Verb
region. That is, there was no difference between the reading time for the ambiguous and
unambiguous verbs (Fl (1, 35) = 1.263, p = .269, F2 (1, 18) = 1.608, p = .221). Also, there
was no effect of context (Fl (2, 70) = .321, p = .726, F2 (2, 36) = .203, p = .818) or the
interaction of ambiguity and context (Fl (2, 70) = .410, p = .666, F2 (2, 36) = .261
,
p =
.772). Moreover, paired t.tests of the difference between reading time of verbs in ambiguous
sentences and their counterparts in the unambiguous sentences were insignificant in the
three context conditions (for conflicted context, tl (40) = .518, p_= .608, t2 (23) = .331, p =
.744, for the preferred context, tl (40) = 1.528, p = .134, t2 (23) = 1.501, p = .147, and for
unpreferred context, tl (40) = .382, p = .705, t2 (23) = .441, p = .663). Thus, subjects in
this early stage use the minimum amount ofverb information and seem to stick to the
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simpler analysis regardless of lexical verb information, a point to be discussed in more
details in General Discussion section.
As for the disambiguating region, there was marginally significant interaction
between context and ambiguity (Fl (2, 70) = 2.733, p = .072, F2 (2, 36) = 3.643, p =
.036),
and a nearly significant effect of ambiguity (Fl (1, 35) = 4.056, p =
.052, F2 (1, 18) =
5.576, p = .030). There was no effect of context (Fl (2, 70) = 2.167, p - .122, F2 (2, 36) =
1
.910, p = 163). The data presented in Table 4 indicate that the difference between
ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in the disambiguating region was larger in both the
conflicted and unpreferred contexts than it was in the preferred context. That is, this
difference was significant in conflicted context (tl (40) = 2.195, p = .034, t2, (23) = .2.689, p
= .013) and in the same direction though nonsignificant in the unpreferred context (tl (40) =
1
.258, p = .216, t2 (23) = 1.465, p = .156). For the preferred context, the disambiguating
region in both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences needed nearly equal times to read (tl
(40) = .547, p = .587, t2 (23) = .438, p = .665). On one hand, the differences in conflicted
and unpreferred contexts seem to support the competitive models like constraint satisfaction
as it might be interpreted to be due to an effect of spilling over of the competition in the
ambiguous region. While, according to these models, this competition can be easily resolved
in the unambiguous sentences, it requires more time to be settled in the ambiguous one.
However, on the other hand, the fact that that there was no difference between ambiguous
and unambiguous sentences in the preferred context (see above) and that there was no
difference between the reading times of preferred context (1375) and both conflicted and
unpreferred contexts (1453), (Fl (1, 35) = .217, p = .644, F2, (1,18) = .148, p = .705)
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indicate that the observed ambiguity effect is not due to the competition spilled over from
the ambiguous region. That is, according to this logic, m the preferred context reading times
of the disambiguating region in ambiguous sentences should be longer than its equivalent in
unambiguous sentences because of the presumably greater competition in the former type of
sentences (if competition was not resolved in the ambiguous region). More importantly,
reading times of the same region in both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences should be
shorter than the reading times needed to read their counterparts in both conflicted and
unpreferred contexts. That is because consistency with text should tum the competition to a
minimum and the disambiguating region should be read quickly.
ion is
in
Accordingly, a more plausible interpretation of the data in the disambiguating regi
that it might be due to the difficulty or ease of integrating the sentence with the text. Thus,
conflicted and unpreferred contexts, long reading times of disambiguating regions in
ambiguous sentences in comparison to unambiguous sentences are due to integration
difficulties. That is, by the end of the propositional domain, it is assumed, the processor
needs to (1) integrate the sentence with the text, (2) construct a meaning-based
representation, and (3) update the discourse representation. If there is smooth consistency
between the sentence and the text, the process of integration continues smoothly leading to
equal reading times for the ambiguous and unambiguous sentences as in the preferred
context. However, if there is difficulty in integrating the sentence within the text, as in
conflicted and unpreferred contexts, the processor seems to reevaluate its understanding of
the text. It mainly checks (1) the sentence trying to find if there anything wrong in its
understanding that was responsible for the difficulty of integration and (2) the text itself in
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an attempt to find a way to make the sentence fit better within the text. This process of
reconsidenng the sentence and text costs time and makes the integration of ambiguous
sentence with the text more difficult than integrating imambiguous sentences. That is
because, in the later case, the processor can decide quickly that there is nothing wrong with
the sentence (e.g., there is no source of ambiguity). Rather, it considers whether the sentence
fits well with text (as in the unambiguous conflicted context) or not (as m the unambiguous
unpreferred context).
Another aspect of the data that still needs to be addressed is that the integration
hypothesis described above can't account for two results in the current data. The first is that
reading time of the disambiguating region in unambiguous sentences in the conflicted
context was the shortest time in all conditions. If the integration hypothesis alone can
account for the data in the disambiguating region, reading time of this particular region in
the conflicted context should have been comparable to its counterpart (unambiguous
disambiguating region) in the unpreferred contexts. That is, according to the integrafion
hypothesis, in both of them, the processor needs to reconsider the sentence and the text, but
it concentrates its effort on the text because there is no source of difficulty in the sentence.
According to this logic, they both should take nearly equal time to read. The second result
that is difficult for the integrafion hypothesis to account for is that the reading time of the
sentences in the preferred context was not shorter than its counterparts in both the conflicted
and unpreferred contexts. These sentences (in the preferred context) should be integrated
easily with the text because they are consistent with text as indicated by the short reading
time of their ambiguous regions. Again, according to this logic, they should need less time
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to read than the sentences in the conflicted and unpreferred contexts. A possible
complementary hypothesis which might be used to interpret this aspect of the result might
be called the informativeness hypothesis. That is, the integration with the text (in temis of
being consistent and relatively expected in the light of the context) is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the sentence to be easily processed. Rather, it needs also to convey
the optimal amount of information necessary for the reader or the listener to understand it.
This proposed Informativeness hypothesis will be discussed in greater details in General
Discussion section, but for now it is necessary to emphasize that both integration and
informativeness hypotheses are necessary to account for the data. Within this context, it can
be seen that for the preferred context, on one hand, reaching the critical sentence, the reader
gets more redundant information that he or she needs. The reader knew the information
before and he or she might spend some time waiting to see what this sentence adds to his or
her knowledge. On the other hand, in the unpreferred context, upon reaching the critical
sentence the reader finds that everything is new is and not consistent with the mental
representation he or she constructed through reading the text. Accordingly, he or she might
had less information than he or she needs and compensates for that lack of information by
building bridging assumptions, as assumed by Haviland and Clark (1974), a matter, again,
that costs time.
Thus, these two hypotheses, the integration hypothesis and the informativeness
hypothesis can be used together in interpreting the data in the disambiguating region. Again,
fiirther detailed discussion of the theoretical basis of each ofthem and how they can be
combined together will be provided in General Discussion section. However, for more
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justification of these proposed interpretations in regard to disambiguating region, the second
experiment was conducted. Namely, it was an attempt to (1) further explore the possibility
that the effect found in the disambiguating region does not reflect the time needed to settle
the competition in the ambiguous region and that it reflects the integration process that
occurs only at the end of the propositional domain, and (2) to replicate the findings of
Experiment 1.
Experiment 2
The main purpose of the second experiment was to test the validity of the integration
hypothesis that was proposed as an interpretafion of the results in the disambiguating region
in the first experiment. Specifically, it aimed to exclude the possibility that the difference
between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in the disambiguating region is due to a
delayed effect of parallel or competitive interpretafions of the ambiguous region which
spilled over to the following disambiguafing region. To consider this possibility, a new
phrase modifying the ambiguous region (not the main verb) was added after the ambiguous
region and before the disambiguating one. This region will be referred to as the extended
ambiguity region. For an example see the materials section. It is important to determine
whether the effects seen in the disambiguating region in Experiment 1 result fi-om the
integration process or simply reflect a delayed effect of competition in the ambiguous
region. The general pattern of data in the disambiguating region was the pattern that
constraint satisfaction theories predicted for the ambiguous region. If these effects reflect
processes that took place in the ambiguous region, they should appear in the new spillover
region, not in the disambiguating region. This result would provide renewed support for a
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constraint satisfaction model. On the other hand, if the Experiment 1 results reflect the
mtegration process proposed m the discussion of Expenment 1, they should once again
appear only in the disambiguating region, given that relevant information occurred earlier.
Method
Participants. 65 subjects participated in the experiment. They were recruited from
UMass undergraduate psychology major students. They participated for credit or were paid
$8. Seven subjects with an accuracy level below 70% in answering comprehension
questions that followed each passage were eliminated. In addition to that, 13 subjects were
excluded according to the same criterion used in the first experiment. That is, they had
more than 100 reading times below 400 ms. For the remaining 45 subjects, reading times
below 400 ms and above 8000ms were eliminated. This resulted in losing .14% of the
reading times in the critical regions (.12% for short times and .02% for long times).
Material. The same as in Experiment 1 except adding the extended ambiguity
region after the ambiguous region. This new phrase (the extended ambiguity region) was
intended to modify the ambiguous region not the main verb. Thus, the critical sentence in
the above example became
They proved/validated the theory under discussion by the audience and their results were
confirmed by many other researchers in different places. Similar extended ambiguity region
was added to the sentences in the fillers. For the experimental items used in Experiment 2,
see Appendix F, and for the fillers, see Appendix G).
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EmcsduffiiThe procedures were the same as in experiment 1, except tl,e addition
of tlie extended ambiguity region to the segment presentation and segment analysis^
Results and Discussion
Reading times of the critical regions (subject + verb, ambiguous, extended
ambiguity, and disambiguating regions), gathered from 45 subjects, are summarized in
Table 5. Again, a brief interpretation of the results will be presented here, but a fuller
interpretation of them and their implications for major models of sentence ambiguity
resolution will be presented in the General Discussion section.
Experimental
Region
Conditions Subject +Verb
region
Ambiguous
region
Extended
ambiguity
region
Disambiguating
region
Conflicted
Ambiguous
1063 1480 1183 1640
Conflicted
Unambiguous
1052 1460 1199 1478
Preferred
Ambiguous
1044 1378 1120 1528
Preferred
Unambiguous
1095 1541 1180 1520
Unpreferred
Ambiguous
1121 1443 1232 1658
Unpreferred
Unambiguous
1031 1476 1123 1432
Table 5: Results of Experiment 2
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The main point in Experiment 2 is that, generally, there was no effect in the
extended ambiguity region. That ,s, readmg time of this region was not affected by
context (Fl (2, 78) = .071, ^= .932, F2 (2, 36) = .990, p= .990). Also, it was not affected
by either ambiguity (Fl (1, 39) = 1.813, p = .186, F2 (1, 18) = .967, p =
.339) or Us
interaction with the context (Fl (2, 78) = 1.995, p = .143, F2 (2, 36) = 2.341, p =
.1 1 1).
To make sure of this conclusion, the reading times of the extended region in both
ambiguous and unambiguous sentences were compared in each context. In the conflicted
context, tl (44) = .257, p = .798, t2 (23) = .345, p = .733. In the preferred context, tl (44)
= 1.127, p_= .266, t2 (23) = 1.800, p = .085. In the unpreferred context, tl (44) = 1.689, p
=
.098, t2 (23) = .731,p = .472.
Taken together, these results show that the effect in the disambiguating region that
was found in the first experiment can't be ascribed to a spilling over of competition in the
ambiguous region as predicted by the constraint-satisfaction model. Rather this effect was
noticed only in the disambiguating region at the end of the propositional domain and it
reflects the integration process that was proposed in the discussion of Experiment 1.
For the rest of the resuhs of Experiment 2, they serve as a replication of the findings
in Experiment 1. For example, the same pattern of results for the disambiguating region
in Experiment 1 was replicated in Experiment 2. Here, again, there was no effect of either
context (Fl (2, 78) = 1.614, p = .206, F2 (2, 36) = .182, p = .834), or ambiguity (Fl (1,
39) = .561, p = .458, F2 (1, 18) = 4.1 16, p = .058). However, as in the first experiment,
there was an interaction of context * ambiguity, fully significant in Experiment 2, (Fl (2,
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78) ^ 5.532, p = .006, F2 (2, 36) = .3.971
, p = .028). Again, these results indicate that the
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in the disambiguating region
was larger in both the conflicted and unprefeired contexts than it was in the preferred
context. That is, this difference was significant in unpreferred context (tl(44) = 2.297, p =
.026, t2(23) = 2.354, p = .028 and in the same direction though nonsignificant in the
conflicted context (tl(44 ) =^ 1.537, p = .132, t2(23) = 2.010, p = .056). For the preferred
context, the disambiguating region in both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences needed
nearly equal times to read (tl(44) =
.093, p = 926, t2(23) =
.726, p = .475). Here also, there
was no difference between the reading times of the sentences in the preferred context
(1524), on one hand, and the sentences in conflicted and unpreferred contexts (1551), on the
other hand (Fl (1,39) = .044, p= .834, F2 (1, 18) = .289, p = .597). These results support the
integration hypothesis presented for the equivalent results in Experiment 1.
For the subject + verb region, again, the pattern of resuhs found Experiment 1 was
replicated. That is, there was no effect of either context (Fl (2, 78) = .078, p = 925, F2 (2,
36) = . 169, p = . 845), or ambiguity (Fl (1, 39) = 1.741, p = .195, F2 (1, 18) = 2.552, p =
.128). Also, there was no significant context * ambiguity interaction (Fl (2, 78) = .932, P
=
.398, F2 (2, 36) = .1.107, p = .341). As in Experiment 1, there was no significant
difference between the ambigous and unambiguous verbs in the three context conditions.
For the conflicted context (tl(44) = .146, p = .884, t2(23) = .244, p = .808), for the
preferred context (tl (44) = .701, p = .487, t2(23) = 1.795, p = .086), and for the
unpreferred context, tl(44) = 1.061, p = .294, t2 (23) = .551, p = .587).
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The only region which has results that seem to be in contradiction with the first
Experiment 1 is the ambiguous region. In this region, there was no effect of context (Fl
(2, 78) = .539, p = .585, F2 (2, 36) = .340, p = .714). Moreover, the effect of ambiguity
and the context * ambiguity interaction was marginally significant (For the ambiguity Fl
(1, 39) = 4.598, p = .038, F2 (1, 18) = 1.982, p = .176) and for the interaction, Fl (2, 78)
= 2.364, p = .101, F2 (2, 36) = 3.328, p = .047). Though these results seem to be in
contradiction with the results of the ambiguous region m the first experiment, looking at
the Table 5 shows that the only source of the ambiguity effect and, consequently, the
interaction is the long reading time of this region in the unambiguous sentence of the
preferred context. This long reading time can't be accounted for by any theoretical
model of sentence processing. Rather, in all these models reading time of this region
within this context is assumed to take a short reading time. Other than that number, all
numbers are in the same direction as of their equivalents in the first experiment. That is,
comparing the reading times of ambiguous regions of ambiguous and unambiguous
sentences in conflicted and unpreferred contexts proved them to be nearly equal (for the
conflicted context, tl(44) = .347, P = .730, t2(23) = .386, p = .703, and for the
unpreferred context, tl (44) = .651, P = .519, t2(23) = .206, p = .839). This means that
there was no effect of ambiguity except in the preferred context (tl(44) = 2.722, p = .009,
t2(23) = .2.448, p = .022). No interpretation of this reading time increase in this region is
currently available. However, investigating reading times of items showed that this
increase occurred mainly in items 6, 10, 15, and 19. Removing these items from the
analysis made the reading times in the ambiguous region quite comparable to their
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counterparts in the first experiment. No specific reason is known to account for this
increase of reading times of the ambiguous region of these particular items.
Thus, the resuks of Experiment 2 ehminate the constraint-satisfaction interpretation
of the disambiguating region results in Experiment 1. No effect of competition was found
in the extended ambiguity region. Rather, the same pattern of results of the
disambiguating region that was found in Experiment 1 was replicated m Experiment 2.
Moreover, for the rest of the results, they provide a replication of the results of
Experiment 1 in other critical regions except ambiguity region.
General Discussion
The data from the two experiments in this research give a fairly consistent picture.
In both experiments, there was no effect of lexical information on the subject + verb
region. The two experiments showed that the ambiguous region was sensitive to
contextual cues though there was no difference between ambiguous sentences within any
of the three context conditions. The only exception to that was the strange long reading
time of the "ambiguous" region in the unambiguous sentence within the preferred context
in Experiment 2. Also, the disambiguating region in both experiments were read more
slowly for ambiguous than unambiguous sentences in conflicted and unpreferred
contexts. No difference was observed in preferred contexts. Extending the ambiguous
sentences in Experiment 2 did not make any difference to the previous patterns of
results. This showed that when the disambiguating region was read slowly, it did not
reflect spillover from the ambiguous region.
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In terms of their implications for the major theoretical models of sentence
processmg, especially garden path and constramt-satisfaction models, the results don't
fully support either of them. However, as the following discussion tries to demonstrate,
they are closer to support a modular modified version of the garden path model.
The results of the ambiguous region highlight the importance of non-syntactic,
contextual, and pragmatic information in constructing early, initial analysis, a fact that
seems to be consistent with competitive models like constraint-satisfaction model.
However, the fact that there was no effect of ambiguity in either subject + verb and
ambiguous regions (which were assumed to evoke greater competition in comparison to
the unambiguous sentences with unambiguous verbs, according to constraint-satisfaction
model) indicates that, in both cases, the processor constructs the same structure. Because
there is only one possible structure in the unambiguous sentence (the simpler, direct
object structure), it is reasonable to assume that the processor constructed the same
structure in ambiguous sentences, though there were two equally plausible interpretations
(simple direct object and sentence complement) to choose from. Against the predictions
of constraint-satisfaction model, these results indicate that lexical verb information is not
crucial in constructing the initial structure. Rather, the processor, as a rule, prefers the
simple structure. This conclusion supports the garden path model and is consistent with
the Clifton et al (1984) results which suggest that readers use strict categorization
information of the verb in early in sentence processing. This kind of information tells the
processor just about the syntactic category that is likely to follow the verb, whether it is a
direct object, sentence complement, or any other possible continuation. This
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nonsignificance of lexical verb information is again consistent with recent results
presented by Kennison (b, In press). In this study, Kennison showed that regardless of the
verb bias readers took a longer time to read sentence complement contmuation than NP
continuation, and took longer time to read ambiguous than unambiguous sentences.
The results of the disambiguating region seem to contradict both serial and
competitive models. The long reading times of this region in ambiguous sentences vs.
unambiguous sentences read in the conflicted and unpreferred contexts seems to be
consistent with the constraint-satisfaction model and to contradict the garden path model.
However, the fact that there was no difference between the reading times of this region in
conflicted and unpreferred contexts on one hand and reading times of their counterparts
in the preferred context, on the other hand, disputes this conclusion. That is, if the effect
noticed in this region was due to a competition effect, the reading times of this region in
the preferred context should be the shortest because, according to this logic, this is the
context which evokes minimum amount of competition. More importantly, finding no
effect of either context, ambiguity, or their interaction in the extended ambiguity region
eliminated the possibility that the effect in the disambiguating region was a result of
spilling over the competition from the ambiguous region. This is because, if this was a
spillover effect, the noticed difference in the reading times should show up in any region
that follows the ambiguous region. This raises the possibility that the disambiguating
region plays a general role that is not restricted to ambiguous sentences.
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As mentioned earlier in the discussion of the results of Experiment 1, the reading
times of the disambiguatmg region can be mterpreted m the light of two complementary
hypotheses: the integration hypothesis and the informativeness hypothesis. In what
follows, a more detailed elaboration of the theoretical bases behind each hypothesis and
how they can be useful in interpreting the current data will be presented.
It is assumed that the by the end of the sentence the processor integrates the
sentence with the text. This integration process enables the processor (1) to construct a
meaning-based, rather than word-based, representation, and (2) to update the discourse
representation. The integration hypothesis, as used here, is based on Kintsch and Van
Dijk's model of text comprehension (Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978). According to this
model, the processor moves the propositions in the sentence from working memory
where they are received and processed to long-term memory where they are kept. This
movement gives working memory the chance to be ready to receive the next sentence.
However, working memory in this case is not totally free. Rather, the processor keeps
some propositions from previous sentences in the working memory buffer to connect old
sentences with the incoming, new one. This cyclical processing tries to keep the
coherence of the text. If the propositions in the working memory buffer are not related to
the propositions in the new sentence, the reader encounters a difficulty in understanding
the text and has to reinstate the contents of the long term memory in order to get the
propositions that are related to the propositions of the new sentence.
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In the light of this model, the integration hypothesis proposed here works in the
disambiguating region as follows. If mtegrating the sentence with the text turns out to be
difficult (e.g., the sentence propositions are not consistent with the text propositions
.n
working memory buffer, resulting in longer reading times of the ambiguous region), as in
the conflicted and unpreferred contexts, the processor reconsiders (1) the text to see if
there is any other possibility to integrate the sentence with the text, and (2) the sentence
to make sure that there is nothing ambiguous or misunderstood in the sentence (e.g.,
ambiguous verb or word, or even a misspelling). If, as in the ambiguous sentence, the
processor finds any source of ambiguity or misunderstanding (e.g., an ambiguous verb),
that adds a source of difficulty and time cost. That is because the processor in this case
needs to consider the text propositions in long term memory and match them with
different possible interpretations of the ambiguous verb. On the other hand, if the
processor finds no source of difficulty in the sentence, as in the unambiguous sentences,
it concentrates only on integrating the sentence with the text.
If there is consistency between the sentence and the text propositions in the working
memory buffer (as in the prefered context), the processor concentrates only on integrating
the sentence with the text without having to resolve conflicts with long term memory.
Because this consistency exists for both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences (in both
cases, the processor constructs the simpler analysis, as explained above), there should be
no difference between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in this context.
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The informativeness hypothesis, on the other hand, can account for two aspects of
current results that can't be accounted for by the integration hypothesis. The firs, aspect
is the long reading time required to read both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences in
the preferred context. The second aspect is the relatively short reading tmie of the
unambiguous sentences in the conflicted context in comparison to their counterparts in
the unpreferred context.
According to the informativeness hypothesis, the sentence should not only be
integrated with some information in the text, but also it should add the optimal amount of
information to the reader. That is, any form of communication is assumed to convey a
direct or indirect message. Accordingly, adding more or less information than is
necessary for communication has harmful effect on language processing.
The informativeness hypothesis can be traced back to a series of related ideas in the
literature. This trend was launched by Grice's analysis of conversation that led to his
Cooperative Prmciple (CP) (Grice, 1967). According to this principle, the speaker should
try to be informative, clear, and truthful. The listener, on the other hand, should assume
that the speaker tries to achieve this goal. Grice defined four categories (known later in
the literature as Grice's maxims), the following of which leads to speaker-listener
cooperation. According to the quantity maxim, the speaker should make his contribution
as informative as required but not more informative than is required. In his discussion of
this maxim, Grice indicates that "it might be said that to be overin formative is not a
transgression of the CP but merely a waste of time. However, it might be answered that
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such ovennformativeness may be confusmg in that it is hable to raise side issues; in that
the hearer may be misled as a result of thinking that there is some particular POINT in
the provision of the excess of information" (Grice, 1967, p. 46). Later, Clark and
Haviland developed Grice's philosophical analysis of conversation into a formal model
of the strategy used in sentence processing, known as the given-new contract (Clark &
Haviland, 1977; Haviland & Clark, 1974). According to this strategy, the listener or
reader divides the incoming sentence into given and new information, and searches
memory to find an antecedent that matches the given information. Good understanding of
a sentence occurs when the processor attaches the new information to old, given
information. In their classical work, Haviland & Clark (1974) showed that sentence
comprehension takes a shorter time when its given information had a direct antecedent in
the context than when it did not. Thus, through its relevance to Grice's analysis, Clark
and Haviland's work was focused on the old, given information. They proposed that if
the new information has no antecedent, the processor needs to build bridging structure to
compensate for that.
The notion of the given-new contract was applied to understanding reference of
pronouns in local discourse in the framework of centering theory (Gordon & Chang,
1995; Gordon & Scearce, 1995). According to this theory, all semantic entities referred to
in an utterance are discourse centers, which are linked together to make a discourse
coherent. Within the centering theory, there is a distinction between two kinds of centers.
The first is the backward-looking center (cb) that provides a link to the preceding
utterances. The second kind of center is a set of forward-looking centers (cf) that
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provides potenfal Unks to subsequent utterances. Centering theory tries to understand
how reference contnbutes to discourse coherence. Within this framework, "the construct
of the cb IS intended to capture the role ofgiven infonnation" (Gordon & Scearce, 1995),
and cb must be realized as a pronoun (rather than a noun or full descnption) for it to
contnbute to discourse coherence. This is because finding the pronominal reference
implies active involvement in understanding the relations within the text while a name
enables the processor to avoid that because it may contain sufficient information to
identify its referents. Accordingly, centering theory predicted that readers would need
more time to understand utterances with repeated names than utterances with pronouns.
This prediction was verified empirically by Gordon, Grosz, and Gilliom (1993), leading
to what they called repeated-name penalty. Though the repeated-name penalty can be
accounted for by centering theory to result from the processor's need to explore possible
relations throughout the text by finding the pronouns' referents (something that is not
needed in case of using names), it may also be accounted for by the informativeness
hypothesis. That is, repeating names gives more information than is required for efficient
processing of the discourse.
Based on the theoretical frameworks presented so far (Cooperative Principle, given-
new contract, and the centering theory), it can be seen that it is not only desirable to insert
new information that match the old ones but it is desirable to insert the proper amount of
information. Accordingly, information that is more or less than necessary can hinder the
linguistic message.
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Applying that logic to the data in the current research, h can be seen why the
reading times of the sentences in the preferred context were not shorter than the reading
times of the sentences in the conflicted and unpreferred contexts, as it is assumed
according to both the garden path and constraint-satisfaction models. That is, m the
preferred context, the processor receives repeated information that is more than it needs.
And because the processor tries to find a new point in what was written, that might cost
some difficulty and time in understanding these sentences. On the other hand, the
informativeness hypothesis helps us in understanding the short reading times of
unambiguous sentences in the conflicted context in comparison to their counterparts in
the unpreferred context. This is because, in the later case, the processor receives less
information than it needs and, accordingly, the new information does not fit well with the
old information. So the needs to make some bridging assumptions to fit the sentence with
the text. In the conflicted context, however, the information in the unambiguous
sentences is optimal in terms of the amount of the information that the reader needs to
know. That is, the context raises two equally plausible interpretations as possible final
analyses and the critical sentence indicates one of them as the correct interpretation.
Thus, the context, in this case, gives the reader good idea of what information s/he would
expect to get next, and the critical sentence gives him/her the new information that s/he
needs to know.
Now, what do these two additional hypotheses say about the validity of the major
models of sentence ambiguity resolution, particularly the garden path and constraint-
satisfaction models? It is clear that these hypotheses make it possible to account for the
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data using a serial model that is based on the garden path model and takes into account
the interaction between the sentence and the text (see below). In regard to the constraint-
satisfaction model, though the proposed hypotheses can fit with the constraint-
satisfaction account of the data in the disambiguating region, this model still faces a
serious problem in the ambiguous region. This is because of the lack of the expected
competition in the ambiguous regions of the ambiguous sentences. This aspect of the
result indicates that lexical verb information is not crucial in sentence processing and is
consistent with a model in which the processor constructs the simplest analysis and
integrates it on surface level, with varying degrees of success, with the context.
Before concluding this section, I would like to briefly outline the model that the
data of the current research and the theoretical discussions of it support. The model
assumes that, in processing the sentence, the processor is equipped with a set of
propositions from the previous text with varying degrees of activation in long term
memory. Also, it keeps a small set of propositions in the buffer of working memory that
are expected to be consistent with the propositions of the incoming sentence. In the
ambiguous region, the processor constructs a simple, structurally based analysis
regardless of the lexical information of the verb. The processor constructs a word-based
representation of this analysis and integrates it superficially with the previous context in
the working memory buffer. If this integration is easy, reading fime of this region would
be short, but if it is difficult, the time needed to read the ambiguous region would be
large. It should be noticed that the effect of context in this stage is the same for both the
ambiguous and unambiguous sentences because, in both cases, it works on the same
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simple NP interpretation regardless of the verb bias. Reaching the disambiguating region,
the processor's next step depends on the previously descnbed superficial integration. If
there is easy superficial integration, the processor goes further depending on the
propositions in the working memory buffer to (1) construct a meaning based
representation of the sentence, (2) update the discourse representation, and (3) to choose
the propositions that will be kept in the working memory buffer to be integrated with the
next sentence in the next processing cycle. On the other hand, if the superficial
integration in the ambiguous region is difficult, the processor needs to reconsider (1) the
text propositions in the long term memory, and (2) the sentence to make sure that there is
no misunderstanding the sentence. If processor finds no source of problem in the sentence
(e.g., no ambiguous verb, or other word), it eliminates the sentence as the cause of trouble
quite easily and concentrates on the text trying to find a better fit for the sentence with the
text. Again, on integrating the sentence with the text, the processor constructs a meaning
based representation of the sentence, updates the discourse representation, and choose the
propositions that will be kept the working memory to be used in the next processing
cycle. If the processor finds a source of difficulty for integrafion in the sentence (e.g., an
ambiguous verb), this causes it to work on both the text and sentence trying to solve the
problems in each and to find a good match between them. This causes this kind of
sentences (ambiguous sentences with weak superficial integration in the ambiguous
region) to take more time than the previous kind of sentences (unambiguous sentences
with weak superficial integration in the ambiguous region). In integrating an
unambiguous sentence with the text, the processor, which does not worry about the
ambiguity in the sentence, takes into account the amount of information conveyed by the
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new sentence. If the information is more or less than necessary (by bemg redundant or
msufficient, respectively), the integration process becomes more difficult and needs
longer time to be accomplished in comparison to the case in which the level of
information is as required.
Concluding Remarks
In this research, an attempt to evaluate the major theoretical models of sentence
ambiguity resolution was presented. The results and its theoretical discussion led to a
serial model that takes into account the interaction between sentence processing and text
processing. The research highlighted some points of theoretical and methodological
importance. (1) It emphasized that understanding sentence processing can be enriched if
it is studied in its ecologically valid environment, its context. (2) It showed that the
ambiguous region, a region traditionally neglected in the literature, can be a sensitive and
informative region, if it studied in a carefully manipulated context. (3) It showed the
validity of ambiguous normally preferred sentences as material for research in sentence
ambiguity resolution and their usefulness in deriving discriminative predictions. Finally,
(4) the research raised the issue of the level of information that is necessary for optimal
processing of the text.
Further Research
The current research can be used as a starting point for follow-up studies in order to
verify and develop its major hypotheses and findings. For example, the same
experimental design can be used with material that includes ambiguous normally
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unpreferred sentences as the critical sentences. The current critical sentences can be
presented within contexts or separately to study the effect of having/not having a context
for the sentence to be integrated with. To study the role of the integration process, the
performance of a highly intelligent subjects or subjects with high memory span can be
compared to the performance of people with average intelligence or average memory
span. It might expected that the individual differences will be reflected in the
disambiguating region but not in the ambiguous one. Finally, the current study can be
replicated using other methodology like on line measurement of eye movements or using
fMRI which might show different localization of the brain regions responsible for the
superficial vs. deep integration between the text and the sentence.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF THE VERBS AND THEIR FREQUENCY IN THE MATERIAL ASUSED IN EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
Admitted
Announced
Believed
1
3
3
Discovered 2
Emphasized
Expected
Felt
Figured
Indicated
Knew
Proved
guessed j
Recommended 3
Regretted
i
Suggested \
24
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APPENDIX B
THE PERCENTAGE OF USING EACH VERB AS AN NP and SC IN GARNSFYET AL (1997) AND KENNISON (IN PRESS)
Gamsey et al Kennison
Verb NP
Admit 09
Announce 49
Believe 14
Discover 69
Emphasize 75
Expect
Feel 12
Figure 8
Guess 39
Indicate T 1
Know 31
Proved 23
Recommend
Regret 17
Suggest 18
SC
60
48
50
30
19
11
46
25
70
46
61
9
61
NP SC
14.0 42.9
75.0 19.2
38.5 28.8
59.2 24.5
16.7 71.4
26.2 9.5
14.3 7.1
44.9 9.2
21.6 66.7
61.2 20.4
55.1 44.9
81.6 6.1
32.6 59.2
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APPENDIX C
IMPLAUSIBLE STORIES USED AS FILLERS IN NORMOIMG STUDY 2
(1) Mr. Greenberg is a member of our city council Hf^ i c .competent and ambitious politician Thr^^ IT '
discussing a project to buiJd ^garage S ITlll S^'traff ^T^''the downtown he raised a lot of^uelti^ns^^i^^t'Se'j
^ct'from^L^"
e^^hisr:?^ 4°;^^ to ir^;his%::r\r^ ^r^^'^ and^So^d^L
.es.gned and an^nLnced tJlt S^re^rre^d J^m^^^Ut c'^^^r^in^^tr"^^campaign, Greenberg denied the environmental concerns about Se p^oiecthad been abandoned and said he would raise the issue again in thecouncil, in fact, he was not reelected and I am not sad abo^t that
(2 Last week my boss accused me of mistreating customers and ofgiving a bad impression of the restaurant where I work. Such cla mscould cost a waiter his job and even may make it difficult for h m toget another one. Since I am the owner of the restaurant, I intended to
r
' reservations about me. When
I talked to him it turned out that he had an idea about the problem
M a. ^o H
doubted the charges against me were ill founded. I promisedhim t do my best though I think there is something personal in the
whole issue. Finally, I fired my boss.
(3) Bill is my student in the school. He is really distinguished in math
I have been a teacher for almost 20 years old, and he is one of the mostbrilliant students I have ever seen. Last month, the school arranged a
competition to solve a set of math problems. Bill was banned from
participating in the competition. The last problem in particular was
really easy and many students did not even try it. After a week of hard
work. Bill solved the last problem in the competition. He was
disappointed about that though he got the prize. However, I still think
he is an excellent student.
(4) The reputation and even the future of the hospital where I work were
endangered by an unfortunate accident. An outpatient died last week. His
daughter claimed that his death was a result of negligence and
professional mistakes committed by the hospital staff. She threatened
that she would sue the hospital and would ask for a large amount of money
as compensation for her father's death. In the last meeting of the board,
we were not sure how serious the woman was. The woman actually sued the
hospital and her father's testimony had a devastating impact upon us.
After the testimony, we had to pay a lot of money as compensation for the
father's death. The woman gave the money to her father as a gift.
(5) Last week, the board of the school where I work decided to raise
the cost of school fees by 30%. In fact, I felt that was a lot of money
for a school, that is intended to provide education for children of the
poor and minority groups. I talked with the members of the board and
tried to convince them to cancel or at least reduce this increase. The
parents of our students warned me to keep away from that. They asked
for a 60% increase. After a series of discussions, I warned my
colleagues in the school against the students' attitudes and ignored my
work. The board members understood our point and canceled the increase.
The parents were quite happy.
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(6) Dr Palmer is a distinguished professor of physics He received anxnvxtatxon to spend a year as a visiting professed in a Chineseunxversity. Though his wife did not like the idea very muc^ he was agreat lover of travelling and felt it was a real chance to see a
tce:iZ\r\T '^^'^^'^^ details :i h ITs life heac epted the offer to go to China should be declined. When he came backhe sard that he enjoyed China very much and that he had a lot ofnicememories about rt. His wife insisted that he should not go there Itturned out that he would not get sufficient research facilities '
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APPENDIX D
MATERIAL OF EXPEIMENT 1
Note: Context conditions are placed within two $ signs and are separated by two I Also
and separated by a |. Segments of presentation are indicated by /.
In the last conference of cancer researph^T-a /v,^t^ •
or Bro™ p.ese„ted/a very controllllT.Tllliilf^l^ T.^olllTof breast cancer. /The members of the audience/Lre divided
correct
I
to show that the theory was incorrect$ ^
were
•
Rogers and Dr. Hamilton/from Boston University
.
/On going homethey conducted/a lot of research on the subj ect
.
/They IproveI?ia?idated&the theory under discussion/and their results/were confirmedby many other researchers/ in different places
.
/Their results, againevoked new controversial issues. /They and Dr. Brown, however
may be nominated for the Nobel Prize. /{l i
Rogers and Hamilton proved the theory under discussion was correct.
^° YESllOl 1
Janet Smith was killed last month/in her apartment in our cityPolice suspected/that her boyfriend, /who was out of the city
was involved in the murder. /In fact, they gathered some evidence
against him, /but did not want to give details/to the media
to let him behave naturally/and make a fatal mistake.
Kent, a clever local newspaper correspondent
,
/discovered the details$He was torn between his duty as a citizen/who should keep silent
in regard to official secrets/and his duty as a journalist
to tell people what he knows
.
| Though he felt it may be ethically
questionable
,
/Kent was very inclined
to give the full details. /He thought it was his chance
to be a famous j ournal ist
.
| Mainly for ethical reasons, Kent was very inclined
not to give the full details
,
/though it was his chance
to become a famous journalist
.
$/In a public meeting,
Kent &announced|provided&/the details of the murder/and explained
why they had to be made public
.
/Though he was criticized
by the local authorit ies
,
/he became a famous j ournal ist
./{ 1 2
What did Kent do with the details he learned?
Made them public Kept them secret { 102 2
Mr. John is the president/of our local association/for animal rights.
He is responsible for/fund raising activities/and promoting
the contributions/of members and non-members/to support the activities
of the association
.
/Last year, /some questions were raised
about the honesty of Mr. John/and how he dealt/with the money collected.
Many people began/to talk about/serious charges against him.
$Whether he was honest or not/was a serious controversial issue.
In search for the truth, /an independent judicial inspector/was appointed
to investigate the whole issue. |Over Mr. John's opposition/and his suspicious
resistance
,
an independent judicial inspector was appointed
to investigate the whole issue. |As a result of Mr. John's confident
insistence/on proving his innocence,
an independent judicial inspector was appointed
to investigate the whole issue
.
$/Finally,
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the independent inspector &proved
I suoDor fPr);c/ v,
and issued his final reDor^^,^Z^H ? ; ^ ^ charges against Mr. John
The inspector found Mr. John is guilty?
^"""^^ False{l02 3
The last inflation crisis/in England/affected the coal workers severelvSuddenly, /they discovered/that their salaries/became much smaller
^e^ asked TorTa TuLtT^'^r'' '
^
^
negotiation with management,tn y f / s bs antial increase/in their salaries
II
'""^ °' inflation. /They estimated this increaseas 20%. /However, /management offered/an immediate increase of 8%and promised/to consider another substantial increase/in the following yearThe workers/regarded the decision/as a dishonest trick
^°^^ ,
and decided to begin a strike. /In the last round of negotiations
management representatives/explained the difficult financial situationof the company. /$The workers' representatives/demanded to examinethe financial records/of the company/to make sure
whether these claims/ were true or false. /The workers' representativesgot access/ to these records
.
| They offered the workers'
representatives/unlimited access
to the financial records/of the company/to prove their point
The workers' representatives got access/to these records . I However /they
refused/the workers' representatives demand
to examine the financial records/ of the company
.
/Eventually
,
a court/ forced the company/ to give the workers' representatives
access to the records
.
$
After they examined them, /they ^regretted
| abandonedSc
the decision to strike/and cancelled the strike. /It turned out that
the company/really had severe problems/and they decided to help it
to survive
./{ 1 4
Did the subject agree to cancel their strike?
No YesllOl 4
As an engineer/responsible for an assembly line/in a car factory,
I noticed that/the quality/of the end product/of my line
began to deteriorate./ First, /I thought that/it was a technical problem
in the machines
,
/but I could not find anything wrong.
On discussing this problem/with my boss, /we agreed to consult
an industrial/organizational psychologist
.
/Accordingly
,
a psychologist was appointed/and given full access/to any information
necessary to do his work
.
/$However , it was very hard to evaluate him.
Sometimes
,
/he seemed to be an expert/who is applying specialized techniques
which was not clear to us, /but at other times, /he was confused
and seemed to use/unplanned bizarre techniques. | He was chosen according to high
standards
and seemed to know his work. /His approach, however, /was not clear to us.
We struggled hard/to figure out the solution/ which he might come up
with
.
I
However
,
/his approach did not impress us.
He was confused/and seemed to use bizarre techniques
.
/We were worried
about the solution/which he might come up with
and about how effective it would be
.
$
Last week, /we had a meeting/to discuss several issues/in the factory.
We studied what he did. /My boss &guessed | stumbled across&
the psychologist's solution/and we were pleased by his approach.
Actually, in the end, /his methods/turned out to be very useful./{l 5
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When did the engineer know the psychologist's solution?
Last week in the meetinq Last week after a discussion
with him(l02 5
Our town council/decided to build a bridge/over the riverwhich divides our town/into two halvp« /thI • ,
can not be exaggerated At win unilv ;h^^ this project
between its t.l\.lJs,/lna
AS a lot Of money/will be spent on thrpJ^J^t °- town,
we have had some heated debates/over the rules 'and proceduresto be used m the project. /To end this controversy
^"""^^^
./^fn'^^"'."""'^'^^ appointed/to review the while project$Another debate/was about/whether the results of the committee workhou Id be made public/or kept secret. /Some believed/it sh^u d be ^ublic
'
for full transparency. /Others argued/it should kept secretto avoid/any possible negative effects/on the project or the citv iTho h fpeople believed/that the results of the committee's work
^^ ^-l^ ug a few
should be kept secret/to avoid any possible negative effects
on the project or the city, /the majority insisted
that should be made public/for full transparency
.
|
Though a few peoplebelieved/that the results of the committee's work ' ' ^
''''
Should be made public/for full transparency
,
/the majority insistedthat It should be kept secret/to avoid any possible negative effectson the project or the city.$
The committee chairman ^announced | released^
the committee's evaluation of the project/and issued a public reportThe report was positive/and the work on the project continued
and should be finished as planned. /{l 6
What was the final decision of the committee in regard to
secrecy of their report?
They kept it secret They made it public { 101 6
Recently, /in the factory where I work, /many workers/began to be late
by 5 to 10 minutes/in coming to work/ in the morning.
The manager was very anxious/about that/and began to explore
the possible solutions/to the problem. /The workers also were concerned
about the problem. /$But they were not sure/about the manager's attitude
toward them. /Sometimes, /he seemed understanding/and open-minded
but in some other times/he did not/take their suggestions into account
. I They
were loyal to the factory
because the manager was open minded/to suggestions/from everybody
in the factory, /and tended to have
an indirect intervention management style. | They were loyal to the factory
though they had a tense relationship/with the manager
who did not pay much attention/to the suggestions/ from workers
and tended to punish late workers/ harshly.
$
The workers suggested/some meetings with the board/ to discuss the issue.
The manager ^recommended | supported&/the idea presented by the workers
and told the board about it. /When applied, later,
the suggestion was very successful/and the rate/of those who come late
decreased substantially
./{ 1 7
What was the manager's reaction to the worker's suggestion?
He adopted it He neglected it{l02 7
In the last year, /we had a very controversial issue/about the real reason
for our general manager's resignation
.
/The declared reason/is that the man,
who occupied the chair/for twenty years
,
/preferred to retire
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to begin a private business
. /However
,
/some spokeabout substantial disaqreement/betwopn h>,^
Of the board,/ and, alL,/:bou^1::rL u ^^^^^^
of financial corruption
. /$My friend Jack, / journaSsJbegan an enthusiastic investigation/of the subject /However
S^L^I^^S:--:^/------^^^^^ task.
were disorganized and'contraSc or^ lMy'?'i::;J°;::^^;^
^^^^
began an investigation/about the subject /Je was able """^^'"^^
:ournalist
to get a lot of documents/and interviewed many peoplein sensitive positions
. |
My friend Jack, /a competent iournaH.tbegan an xnvestigation/about the sub:ect./He couM ITAly
'
get any documents/and most of the relevant people
lfry.T.l°
interviewed. $/Later, /he ^knew
|
obtained6./the true storyo the strong old man's resignation/and decided to publish itThe publication of these details/revealed many aspects
of higher level decision-making process/in our institution
./{ l 8Did Jack knew the reason of the general manager's resignation-
NO
YesllOl 8
Fred presented a research proposal/to a committee/m the companyHe believed/that it would be useful/and productive researchThe committee members/usually take two or three weeks/to make a decisionregarding such proposals
.
/However
,
/they needed more time
to study Fred's proposal
.
/$Fred was uncertain about the meaning
of this delay. /It might mean
either that the proposal deserves special consideration
or that the committee was skeptical/about some of the weakness pointsin the proposal
.
I
Fred, who was confident in his work,
was optimistic about that delay. /It usually means
that the proposal deserves careful examination
.
| Fred, who submitted hisproposal
without solving minor problems
,
/was pessimistic about that delay.
It usually means/that the committee members are skeptical
about some of the weakness points/in the proposal. $/ Later,
they &recommended| encouraged&/Fred' s research proposal
and told the board about their decision
.
/Fred was appointed
as a supervisor/on the application of the results
of his research project. /{l 9
What was the committee's evaluation of Fred's proposal?
They accepted it They refused it { 102 9
Our neighbor Mr. Allan/was found dead last year.
It was a very complicated case. /As a businessman and politician,
Mr. Allan had many opponents/and enemies. /The investigators were suspicious
of Mr. Newell, /a businessman with a long history/of rivalry with Mr. Allan.
Of particular importance/was the testimony of Steven Adams,
Mr. Allan's driver, /who said/that Mr. Allan was severely depressed
by financial failures/and he committed suicide
.
/$The jury was divided
regarding Adam's testimony, /as some of them/tended to accept it,
while others/tended to dismiss him. | The importance
of Adam's testimony/stemmed from/the fact/that he was
not only Mr. Alan's driver/for twenty years,/ but also his close assistant
and friend. |The significance
of Adam's testimony/was controversial among the jury, /as he had
a criminal record/and had been convicted of perjury.
$
After reviewing all other evidence/in the case, /they &bel ieved | went for&
Adam's story about the case/and issued their decision/accordingly.
Mr. Newell was declared innocent/and released. /{l 10
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The Jury disqualified Adam's Testis
False(l01 10
Lmony
True
Last month, /local media was interested/in the t-ri;,T of =
who was accused/Of killing her husband An fL 'L crLr"attracted the attention/of a large section/org;neS:i "bUcJohn recognxzed the woman/as an old classmate/Lorn h gh Jc^oolfifteen years ago./$The evidence/ and the witnesses' Lstimonieswere very controversial
.
/She could be a clever r^Tmin=w n
woman,/who insisted that she is innocent
^-^'"^nal/or a real victim. |The
Mosrof'thf''"•H°"^'/
unfortunate v.c^im/of circumstances.st o he evidence and the disagreement among witnesses/were mdicatinqthat she was not the killer. |The woman, /who insisted ^h^t Jl ^
appeared to John/to have takL a wrong turn/so:::h 'e ^n h fuL^""°'^"''
-— s/were .nd^^at.ng
John was interested in following/the media coverage/of the case.He &believed
I
believed in &the woman in the trial
and dismissed the allegations
.
/He was really impressed/by her strengthand followed the case/until he knew/that she was declared innocent /(l iiDid John think that the woman was guilty?
"° Yes{l02 11
Our company/decided to fire thirteen workers/last week.
Other workers threatened/that they would go on a strike
to support their colleagues/who were fired
.
/Managementjustified its decision/to fire the workers/with claims
about a slow-down/in their division/and the workers' unwillingness
to develop their skills
.
/After a long negotiation
between management and the workers
,
/they did not reach a solution.$However, /they agreed to appoint/an independent committee
to study whether/the decision was fair or not
.
| In fact, /the fired workers/were
not cooperative
with the company's restructuring policy, /even though
it might be necessary/for it to survive
in its current severe economic crisis. /An independent committee
was appointed/to study/whether the decision was fair or not .
|
In fact, /the fired
workers/were victims
of the company's restructuring policy/which appeared to be unfair
to the workers. /An independent committee/was appointed
to study/whether the decision was fair or not.$/In its final report,
the committee ^recommended | supported&/the decision of management
and the workers began their strike. /Both sides, however,
agreed to begin/a new round of negotiations/next week./{l 12
Did the Committee consider the decision appropriate?
No YesdOl 12
Recently, /many of the customers/of our textile factory/began to complain
that our product/became easily torn/after being washed. /This seems to be
a serious problem/as it could affect our reputation/in the market.
After more than six weeks/of checking all manufacturing systems
and our machines, /we felt that/we faced a real challenge,
$and nobody knew/whether we would be able/to overcome it or not.|but we
knew/that we would be able/to overcome it.| and thought/that it would be
impossible/to overcome it.$
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In fact,/ he engineers in the factory ifiqured out I oh^^ i n»^r
a good solution of the problem
g
| bta ed&
but it required using better raw material/which wa^ ok wihh ^HThe Chairman was happy/that it was a raw m^terLrprobi:^
—9—
t
not an industrialization problem. /{l 13
P^ooiem
How long did take the engineers to check the machines?
^^^'^^ Six months{l02 13
Contrary to the commonly held belief, /it is not necessaryfor a criminal/to have a motivation/to commit a crimeSome people/with a specific personality disorder
the psychopathic personal ity, /may commit crimes emotionlesslv]ust to satisfy themselves/or challenge other's intelligenceOthers argue that/committing a crime/can be a reaction formation
against feelings of weakness/and inferiority
.
/Norman Stevenson
accused of killing two/of his colleagues at work, /was the subject
of a hot debate/between those who consider him responsiblefor his crimes/and those who consider him unable
to specify the consequences/of his acts. /Last week, /he was interviewed
on our local TV channel. /$He was quiet/and even shy
but also he seemed proud/and nervous. |He seemed quiet
,
/sensitive and shy
and did not give the impression/of a hardened criminal. I He seemed
arrogant, /proud and exhibitionistic
,
and did give the impression/of a typical criminal$
When the interviewer pressed him hard, /he ^admitted | owned up to&
the crimes he committed/and expressed sorrow for them./ Anyway
for the victims, /and their families/and friends, /it may not matter
whether or not he was aware/of the consequences/ of what he was doing
at the time of committing/his crimes. /{l 14
How many people did Norman Stevenson kill?
Three TwollOl 14
Last year,/ someone claimed/that he found/an old small historic statue
of an Egyptian queen, /which he said/was 4000 years old. /He said that
he found it in the basement/of the his family house. /His grandfather,
he says, /brought it from Egypt/50 years ago/and did not realize
its real value
.
/Accordingly
,
/the man tried to sell the statue
to our local museum. /$The experts/in the museum/worked hard
to determine/whether the statue/is really of historic importance
or just an invention/of a clever imposter
.
| The experts/in the museum/who
investigated the statue
to evaluate its authenticity/were fascinated/by its beauty
and excellent condition, /and began a detailed study of it. | The experts/in the
museum/who investigated the statue
to evaluate its authenticity/were skeptical/about its real value
but began a detailed study of it.$/They &bel ieved | went for&
the story the man told/after they examined the statue. /The museum decided
to negotiate the man/about the price of the statue. /{l 15
How did the man get the statue?
He found it He bought it {102 15
Here is a story/in our family. /One day, /when my grandfather was walking,
he found a map/describing the place/of an old treasure/buried far away
south our village. /It seemed old/with ancient symbols.
$My grandfather was hesitant/about this map. /It could be a real map
leading to a fortune, /but
,
also, /it could be leading nowhere
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or even be a trick/by somebody/ who wants to have some funat^h.s expense.
I
It echoes some old tales/about ,„ old treasure/hidden in the
Moreover, /my grandfather looked at some books/on t-ho h' ^
^es.^rUo-tSL'--—
't^°hjr5^^
and he suspected/that it could be a trick/hv hie: k = ^
he looked at some books/on the history of ^our tu^jl ''^^'
'
and didn't find any hint/about this treasure
.
$/Anyway /he finallvdecided to follow the map. /Before long, /he
.discovered obtfn^d^"the fortune he had always dreamed of/and became richHe kept telling everybody/this story/for the rest of his life /(l 16Where did the grandfather find the map?
In the basement n,,t-o-;^^ .-u -, ^ ,Outside the village(l01 16
John has a valuable group/of rare books. /His father gathered themfrom everywhere/in the world
.
/Though he was not/a great lover of bookshe used to keep them/in good condition
.
/One day, /he took an old copy
'
of Hamlet/ with him on a picnic. /$After the picnic, /it turned out thathe left the book/ in the park
.
/Fearful of losing the bookhe went back/to the park/with a friend. /All the way back, /he was wondering
whether he would find the book/or whether it would be lost I After thepicnic, /it turned out that
he left the book/in the park
.
/Luckily
, he noticed it while he and his friends
were still near the park. /They went back immediately/in search of it.lA weeklater, /it turned out that
he left the book/in the park. /John went back to the park/with his friendsAll the way back/to the park, /he was blaming himself /for his negligence $In the park, /he .discovered
|
gotSc/the book he had forgotten
but it had some stains/on it. /John was happy/and decided to be more careful
about his books/in the future. /{l 17
What was the title of the book that John used?
"^'"^^'^ King Lear{l02 17
Last week, /some friends and I/decided to take a trip to Boston. /On our way,
we had to pick up a friend/who lives in Worcester
.
/As we are all foreigners,
we were not sure/about how to get to Worcester/or how to find
our friend's home there. /We didn't have his address
,
/only a description
of what part of the town/his home was in. /However,
we depended on another friend/Albert, a French student.
He had visited Worcester/once before./ $We could get to Worcester easily,
but the question, then, /was whether Albert would be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home, /or would he be confused
in the large city.|We could get to Worcester easily,
and Albert was confident/that he would be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home
.
| We could get to Worcester easily
but Albert began to worry/that he might not be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home.$/In the downtown,
he .indicated
I
pinpointed&/the location of our friend's house/on the map
and could guide us there. /We enjoyed Boston very much
and decided to visit it/from time to time./{l 18
What was the nationality of Albert?
German French{l01 18
Last month, /there was a big riot/in a public school/in a small town
near ours. /The riot lasted/ for two or three days,
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and it needed the intervention/of the police forces/to end itNow, /the mayor and other officials
i-orces .
are interested in having everything in order/again /but alsoand maybe more important
,
/they are interested
'^''''^
in defining the management policy/in the futureto avoid the repetition of such riots. /As a lawyer
should try, quietly, to understand the causec,/ nf hh^c v ^ ^ ^ ^$There was a big debate/between the security autho^ tie^Who supported the first option/and thrschool psjc^o ogLr'^''"'^'^^'
:ep~a":ee"^ -tm^ /the^ecurity authorities
made a very convincing argument/that the students could not be allowedto not again, /and condemned social or psychological methodsm such circumstances. In the la^t mpoh-ino /t-v,^ ^ u n
convincing argument
eeting, /the school psychologist/made a very
that the students' problems/had to be understood/before riots would stopand condemned security methods/in such circumstances
.$/ In their reportThe committee members/ Scsuggested
|
went for&
rigid control over the students' behavior/and set up some extremely firm rulesPersonally, /I don't think/that this is the best policybut the majority voted for it./{l 19
Who suggested a committee to study the riot?
The lawyer{l02 19
After a very promising beginning
,
/our company/began to have some troubleThough we kept working hard, /the profits tended to decrease steadily
When the records/ began to show real trouble/in the budget,
the board decided/to conduct a comprehensive investigation'. /Of course
this attracted the attention/of the media, /which was interested
in the results of the investigation/and the decisions made based on it$The members of the board/had different opinions
in regard to whether/they should reveal the results
of the investigation or not
.
/Some believed that/they should be kept secret
for company's purposes/while others believed that/they should made public
to defend the company's reputation
.
| The majority of the board believed
that/these results should made public
to defend the company's reputation
.
| The majority of the board believed
that/these results should be kept secret
for company's purposes
. $/In the last meeting,/ they {.announced
|
presented^
the results of the investigation/and clarified their implications
for the future./ However
,
/that raised a lot of questions
about the company's destiny. /{l 20
The media ignored the problems in our company
True FalsellOl 20
My friend Fred/ is an honest and reliable person. /He is always dedicated
to his family, /relatives, and friends
.
/However
,
people like Fred sometimes got misunderstood
.
/He is sensitive
toward his relations with others
.
/Sometimes
,
/they show appreciation
for what he does for them, /but some other times,
they become indifferent toward him. /As a psychologist,
he talked to me several times/about his feelings of uncertainty
regarding whether people
,
/especially his family,
appreciate what he is doing for them/or just consider it irrelevant.
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$"Who knows?" I renlipd /it u.ao -i ^
w.th no informati^S'rrom'o hfr Tsoi'^lH l^T'hxs famUy would apprec.ate/wh^t did o^ h rti^lacr/rIS so worried/about that. tnem.| n f ct, I can't see/why he
He always seemed to see the di f f i=r-i=nr-c. /k^^
and being helpf ul
.
|
m fact /fcfrsee^Srhr ^"^^^^^^^^^ ^ °^hers' lives
It sometimes seems like/he is beina a n,^L / ^ «°^^^ed/about that.
to be helpful.$/ Anyway /I adv^J^S^L t"ta" ^o^h ' '^^^"^Later,/! learnt that tLy
-^phasizXr^. d^ hL supp^rj'^f t^^^^and expressed deep respect for him./Tius, it tur^Sd out thathey appreciate his love/and concern for them
and Fred was happy about that./{l 21
It turned out that Fred was oversensitive person
Yes
No(l02 21
in 'fJet /"i;
^^^'"i'^^/invited Mr. Robertson/to dinner in their house.I ac ,/ It IS usually supposed/to be a very formal occasionIt IS a part/ of the traditions/of their company/that the ex-manaaerinvites the new one/to dmner/to discuss the derails/of their woSThe weather turned very bad/on the day of the dinner$Fleming and Robertson were colleagues/for 25 years
.
/General IvThey were good/to each other, /but their relation had fluctuating
ups and downs. /So it was not clear whether
Mr^ Robertson would like to come/in such weather or not.|As Fleming andRobertson were old friends, /we were almost sure
that he would do his best/to come.|As Fleming and Robertson were old
enemies, /we were almost sure
that he would want/to avoid the meeting.
$
Mr. and Mrs. Fleming &expected| waited for&
their guest from work/and planned accordingly
.
/Though a little latehe did come, /and they enjoyed a nice/and even informal time./{l 22
Who is the new general manager of the company?
Mr. Fleming Mr
. Robertson! 101 22
My friend Frank/is a group psychotherapist
.
/Sometimes
,
/with his patients,
he uses some techniques
,
/which seem, at least to me, /very odd.
One time, /he decided to help/some of his patients
to cope with a stressful situation
.
/He took them to a place
where they needed to use the elevator/and he arranged that the elevator
would seem as if /it had a serious problem, /while they were using it.
For me, /that was very strange. /$I was really curious to know
whether he would be able/to help his patients/
to deal with this stressful situat ion
,
/or he would suffer
from some trouble himself. /It seemed to be a test/of how professional he is.|l
was really concerned about him.
Though I believe he is highly qualified,/! have the impression that
Frank himself has a little problem/with tight places!
And he has had some problems/with some other unusual methods/in the past.
1
1 was
not worried about him.
I know he is highly qualified, /and was successful
with some other unusual methods/in the past.$
Later, Frank told me that he ifelt | suf fered&/extreme anxiety in the elevator
and had trouble controlling himself. /I felt sorry for that
but am still wondering/why Frank insists on using
such peculiar methods. /{l 23
Where did Frank try his new method?
Outside his clinic In his clinic{l02 23
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in colon.es esfblishea by Bo.e Ca^^S;^: °re~„°L=°"'' '"^were found/m the southwestern Chinese dPc,lL /n Z "^""T '
who these people were, /or where therca^rfrom'
s:ra^-:s^di~^5?o^^^^ postulated that
.ight be helpful/in solving the Puz^ir^^LX^: t Tre^^^!;..,eof a lot of documents/related to different historical agesThey need a lot of work/ just for primary classif ication^and indexinq
to "'"^r" H
^ needed/to decide whether they are Jele^ant'the problem here or not. /Michael is an archeologistin the Far Eastern Institute/at the univprciihw /u^ ; ^
.n dealing with old documents. /He ^Ldb^'tK ^nst!tLfto study the issue. /$Michael decided to address the question
of whether or not/these documents could tell us/about the peoplewho lived in these colonies
.
| Michael was very interested/in these documentsand believed they would play/a major role in understanding
the issue of the people/who lived in these colonies
.
| Michael was very
suspicious/about these documents
and doubted they would play/a major role in understanding
the issue of the people/who lived in these colonies.
$
After a preliminary investigation, /he &knew | identif ied&
the documents of interest/and began to solve the puzzle
His findings opened a new field/for the researchers in Chinese history /(l
What is Michael's Profession?
Historian Archeologist { 101 24
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APPENDIX E
FILLERS OF EXPERIMENT 1
Three years ago, /when the council was discussing a projectto build a garage/to solve the traffic problem/in hhl h \he raiqpri a lot- r>f • / ^ oiem/m the downtown area,n sea t of questions/about the projectfrom an "environmental point of view"
.
/Later
, howeverhe showed enthusiastic support for it /Thiq vp;,r- ^v,^' . .
people were wonder.ng/whe^Lr Greenberg'stilf u'ppor s'the'
^ o^ ^t"^^^'
V, i'."'^
reservatxon/against it. /In an interview ^
'
published m a local newspaper
, /Greenberg denied
the environmental concerns/had been abandoned
In fact he was not relected/ and I am not sad for that /{l 25What was Mr. Greenberg
• s final attitude toward the project?
He accepted it c ^ ,He refused it.{l01 25
Last week, /the board of the school/where I work/decided to raise the costof school fees by 30%. /In fact, /I felt that was a lot of moneyfor a school, /that is intended to provide education/for children of the poorand minority groups. /I talked to the members/of the board
and tried to convince them/to cancel or at least reduce/ this increase
whn^h^H ^h^'''''^
bad consequences/in the future. I talked to other teacherso ad t e same opinion/and were very upset/about the board's decisionAfter a series of discussions
, I cautioned/my colleagues m the school
would fight for better education/for each student.
The board members understood our point/and canceled the increase. /{l 26How much was the percentage of the proposed increase?
30%{101 26
Bill IS my student/in the high school
.
/He is really distinguished in
I have been a teacher/ for almost 20 years old, /and he is one
of the most briliant students/I have ever seen. /Last month,
the school arranged a competition/to solve a set of math problems.
The last one in particular/was really difficult/and many students
did not even try it. /After a week of work on it,/ Bill figured out
the last problem in the competition/was too difficult for him/ to sol
He was disappointed for that./ However, I still think that
he is an excellent student. /{l 27
Did Bill solve the problem?
Yes No{l01 27
The basketball team of our university/played a strong game
against UConn last week. /The game was very competitive/and tough.
The score was tied/10 second before the end/of the game,
when they scored 2 points. /Our team tried hard/to make a basket
but we couldn't. /In fact, /the referee ignored a foul
committed by a player from UConn team/in this critical 10 seconds.
We submitted a protest/to the commission organizing the competition
and accompanied it/with a video tape of the game/which clearly showed that
the referees were biased/against our team/since the beginning
of the game. /The commission members accepted/the result of the match
was not fair. /They might reprimand the referees./ We were happy for that
though we knew/it would not change the official result/of the game
. / { 1 28
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Did the commission accept our protest-
Yes
NOI102 28
The reputation and even the future/of the hospital where I workwere endangered by an unfortunate accident /An outn^M^nf hHis daughter claimed/that his death was a result
of negligence and prefessional mistakes/ committed by the hospital staffShe threatened/that she would sue the hospital/and wouM ask ?;ra large amount of money/as compensation for her father's death
we SLi^^ed't^o'oos^ibJe'
board, /we were not sure/how seious the woman wasaiscussed two possibl approaches/to the problemThe first was to postpone/the meeting until we know'more
about the woman's intentions
.
/The second option wasto figure out the hospital's position/as soon as possible
and to issue a statement/to make it clear. /After a serious of discussionsof cons and pros,/ the chairman concluded/the meeting about the issueshould continue until we reach a decision. /We eventually
managed to settle the problem/and reached understanding
with the patient's daughter. /{l 29
Did the board reach a decision on the meeting?
^° YesllOl 29
My friend Jack told me this story/about his father.
Albert, Jack's father, /was a member of a small organization
that fought against the German occupation/of France during the World War IIHe was arrested while/he and some other members
were trying to steal some weapons/from a German camp.
During the investigation, /he kept silent/and refused to give the Germans
any information about his companions
.
/Later
,
they told him that
his colleagues were arrested/and they told everything
about the operation/and his role in it. /Albert was worried about that.
After all, /he was not sure about these people/and that was the first time
he met them
.
/Actually
,
he suspected/his colleagues in the operation
would not betray him. /He realized/that it was an old technique
used in such cases. /After the end of the war, /Albert was released
and learned that/his companions were killed/in defense of their country. /{l
Albert's companions were sincere people.
T^^e False{l02 30
Last week, /my boss accused me of mistreating customers
and of giving a bad impression/of the restaurant where I work. /Such claims
could cost a waiter his job/and even may make it difficult
for him to find another one. /I intended to talk to the owner
though I know he has some reservations/about me. /When I talked to him,
it turned out that/he had an idea about the problem. /In fact, he doubted
the charges against me/were in error. /I promised to do my best
though I think/there is something personal/in the whole issue. /{l 31
What did the owner think about the claims against the waiter?
He did not believe them He believed themflOl 31
Jennifer applied for a place/for her child in the Child Care
affiliated with the university/where she studies. /She could barely
afford to have him there/for only two days per week
.
/However , she was told
that she had to have him/in the Child Care/for at least three days/per week,
which was really expensive for her. /She wrote an appeal
91
explaining her circumstances/and asking for an excention /c:h«Whether they would accept her request/or adhere rthe?r"rfgL rule
''"^^
After a week or so, /she receive 3 ^o^^^.v/F ^ueij: igia .
the rules of ChUd'^are ZTsllolXl^^^^^^^^^^^
Finally, they offered her child a place /{l 32
Jennifer could persuade the officials in the university
False{l02 32
Robert was a great athlete. /I remember that he was my herowhen I was young child. /He was awarded two gold medals/in two Olympic GamesAS he was so popular, /a charity organization suggested/that he m^e a trioacross the country/to collect money/to help homeless people ^Robert was impressed by the idea
.
/However
, a routine medical examinationrevealed that/he was prone to heart attack, /and the doctors recommended himnot to be involved/in stressful exercises anymore
After some discussions with his doctors
,
/Robert concluded
the trip across the country/should be cancelled
.
/He was sorry for thatbut he got serious concerns/about his health conditions
./{ 1 33How many gold medal did Robert get?
Two ,Three{l02 33
Dr. Palmer/is a distinguished professor of physics
He received an invitation/to spend a year/as a visiting professorm a Chinese university
.
/Though his wife did not like the idea/very muchhe was a great lover of travelling/and felt it was a real chance
to see a different part of the world. /On reviewing the details
with his wife, /they accepted/the offer to go to China/should be declined
It turned out that/he would not get/sufficient research facilities
. / { 1 34Dr. Palmer and his wife went to China.
"^^^^ False{l01 34
My brother is a lawyer in our town. /He was asked to defend
a young man who was accused/of killing his uncle.
The importance of the case/stemmed from the fact
that the person who was killed/was the previous mayor
who retired five years ago/though he was very popular
and beloved by most of the people/in our town
.
/Because of the sensitivity
of the case, /the name of the prosecutor/was supposed to be kept secret
until the beginning of the trial. /My brother/though it was important
to know who is the prosecutor/to be able to predict his strategies
and to prepare his defense accordingly
.
/After twenty years of work
as a lawyer, /my brother had good relationship/with a lot of officials
in the juridical circles/in our state. /After a week or so, he knew
the identity of the prosecutor in the case/was highly confidential,
and he could not figure out/who he was./{l 35
My brother could knew the name of the prosecutor
False True{l02 35
In the weekly seminar ,/James proposed a research idea,
which seemed fascinating/to all of us. /If it works,
it will present a new technique/for conducting certain chemical analysis.
However, /we missed the reaction/ of Professor Graham,
the important figure in this analysis
,
/who was not present that week.
The following week, /we were wondering/whether he would recommend the idea
and derive quantitantive predictions/from it
or consider it sketchy and unspecified./ When he came back, he predicted
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What was the idea about?
Chemical analysis c^r^< i -, ,
^ Sociological theory{l02 36
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APPENDIX F
MATERIAL OF EXPERIMENT 2
In the last conference of cancer researrhAr-.. /v, i^
Dr. Brown presented/a very cont^o^erstal th^ ! k '^^^ ^^^^h,
of breast cancer. /The members ofThl^ 7^^^°"' ^^^^^^
^^^^^^ SE^^^S^P'-^- ---^
correct
|
to show that the theory ™s "corriotS
"
Rogers and Hamilton proved the theory under discussion ^^Jcoirect
.
^° YES {101 1
Janet Smith was killed last month/in her apartment in our cityPolice suspected/that her boyfriend, /who was out of the citywas involved in the murder. /In fact, they gathered some evid;nceagainst him, /but did not want to give detalls/to the medilto let him behave naturally/and make a fatal mistake
Kent, a clever local newspaper correspondent
, /discovered the details$He was torn between his duty as a citizen/who should keep silentin regard to official secrets/and his duty as a journalistto tell people what he knows
.
|
Though he felt it may be ethicallyquestionable, /Kent was very inclined
to give the full details. /He thought it was his chance
to be a famous journalist
.
| Mainly for ethical reasons, Kent was very inclinednot to give the full details
,
/though it was his chance
to become a famous journalist
.
$/ln a public meeting
Kent &announced|provided&/the details of the murder/of Janet Smithand explained why they had to be made public
.
/Though he was criticizedby the local authorities
,
/he became a famous journalist
./{ 1 2
What did Kent do with the details he learned?
Made them public Kept them secret { 102 2
Mr. John is the president/of our local association/for animal rights.
He is responsible for/fund raising activities/and promoting
the contributions/of members and non -members/ to support the activities
of the association. /Last year, /some questions were raised
about the honesty of Mr. John/and how he dealt/with the money collected.
Many people began/to talk about/serious charges against him.
$Whether he was honest or not/was a serious controversial issue.
In search for the truth, /an independent judicial inspector/was appointed
to investigate the whole issue. |Over Mr. John's opposition/and his suspicious
resistance
,
an independent judicial inspector was appointed
to investigate the whole issue. |As a result of Mr. John's confident
insistence/on proving his innocence,
an independent judicial inspector was appointed
to investigate the whole issue
.
$/Finally,
94
the independent inspector &proved
I suDDorhPH;c / ^v, u
that were being mvestxgated/and Jsued h!s inal r "^"'T
'
Mr. John is about to resxgn/and may be sued
accordingly.
Many of his advocates were astonished/to learn thatOthers, though, were skeptical/about this conclusion
'/{ 1 3The inspector found Mr. John is guilty?
^''''^ False{l02 3
The last inflation crisis/in England/affected the coal workers severelv
thafti^.'r '^H^'^'r^'^/'^"' '""^'^ salaries/became muchl^J ifr
^ey asked TolT. ^ubst^rT'" ! negotiation with management,cn K t r/a substantial increase/in their salaries
as 20%'%
"""^ ^'/^'' °' inflation. /They estimated this increase20%. /However, /management offered/an immediate increase of 8%and promised/to consider another substantial increase/in the following yearThe workers/regarded the decision/as a dishonest trick
°^^° ,
and decided to begin a strike. /In the last round of negotiations
management representatives/explained the difficult financial situationof the company. /$The workers' representatives/demanded to examinethe financial records/of the company/to make sure
whether these claims/ were true or false. /The workers' representativesgot access/ to these records
.
| They offered the workers'
representatives/unlimited access
to the financial records/of the company/to prove their point
The workers' representatives got access/to these records . I However /they
refused/the workers' representatives demand
to examine the financial records/ of the company
.
/Eventually,
a court/ forced the company/ to give the workers' representatives
access to the records
.
$
After they examined them, /they ^regretted
|
abandoned£c
the decision to strike/for their demands/and cancelled the strike.
It turned out that/the company/really had severe problems
and they decided to help it/to survive. /{l 4
Did the subject agree to cancel their strike?
N° YesllOl 4
As an engineer/responsible for an assembly line/in a car factory,
I noticed that/the quality/of the end product/of my line
began to deteriorate./ First, /I thought that/it was a technical problem
in the machines
,
/but I could not find anything wrong.
On discussing this problem/with my boss, /we agreed to consult
an industrial/organizational psychologist
.
/Accordingly
,
a psychologist was appointed/and given full access/to any information
necessary to do his work. /$However, it was very hard to evaluate him.
Sometimes, /he seemed to be an expert/who is applying specialized techniques
which was not clear to us, /but at other times, /he was confused
and seemed to use/unplanned bizarre techniques
.
| He was chosen according to h
standards
and seemed to know his work. /His approach, however, /was not clear to us.
We struggled hard/to figure out the solution/ which he might come up
with
.
I
However
,
/his approach did not impress us.
He was confused/and seemed to use bizarre techniques
.
/We were worried
about the solution/which he might come up with
and about how effective it would be
.
$
Last week, /we had a meeting/to discuss several issues/in the factory.
We studied what he did. /My boss &guessed | stumbled across&
the psychologist's solution/to the problem
and we were pleased by his approach
.
/Actually , in the end,
his methods/turned out to be very useful. /{l 5
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When dxd the engineer know the psychologist's solution?
Last week in the meetinq tbast week after a discussion
with him{l02 5
Our town council/decided to build a bridge/over the riverwhich divides our town/into two halves /Th« .
^ ^ ,
can not be exaggerated /It wiU unilv ^ ^"^^^ °f this project
between its two\alves jind ^ ,ac Lu^L H^d ^''^AS a lot Of money/will be spent on the p^o Lt °-
we have had some heated debates/over the rules 'and proceduresto be used m the project. /To end this controversy
a special committee was appointed/to review the whole croiect$Another debate/was about/whether the results of the committee workshou d be made public/or kept secret. /Some believed/it should be public
'
for full transparency. /Others argued/it should kept secretto avoid/any possible negative effects/on the project or the citv iThnnoh . fpeople believed/that the results of the committee's worJ^
-ty.|Thoug a fev
should be kept secret/to avoid any possible negative effects
on the project or the city, /the majority insisted
'"H/I'r;'^
"^^"^ public/for full transparency.
I
Though a few peoplebelieved that the results of the committee's work
i
should be made public/for full transparency
,
/the majority insistedthat It should be kept secret/to avoid any possible negative effects
on the project or the city.$
The committee chairman &announced | released^
the committee's evaluation of the project/of building the bridge
and issued a public report. /The report was positive/
and the work on the project continued/and should be finished as planned /{l 6What was the final decision of the committee in regard to
secrecy of their report?
They kept it secret They made it public { 101 6
Recently, /in the factory where I work, /many workers/began to be late
by 5 to 10 minutes/in coming to work/ in the morning.
The manager was very anxious/about that/and began to explore
the possible solutions/to the problem. /The workers also were concerned
about the problem. /$But they were not sure/about the manager's attitude
toward them. /Sometimes, /he seemed understanding/and open-minded
but in some other times/he did not/take their suggestions into account
.
| They
were loyal to the factory
because the manager was open minded/to suggestions/from everybody
in the factory, /and tended to have
an indirect intervention management style.] They were loyal to the factory
though they had a tense relationship/with the manager
who did not pay much attention/to the suggestions/ from workers
and tended to punish late workers/ harshly.
$
The workers suggested/some meetings with the board/ to discuss the issue.
The manager ^recommended | supported&/the idea presented by the workers
in response to the problem/and told the board about it.
When applied, later, /the suggestion was very successful/and the rate
of those who come late/decreased substantially
./{ 1 7
What was the manager's reaction to the worker's suggestion?
He adopted it He neglected it{l02 7
In the last year, /we had a very controversial issue/about the real reason
for our general manager's resignation
.
/The declared reason/is that the man,
who occupied the chair/for twenty years
,
/preferred to retire
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to begin a private business
. /However
,
/some spokeabout substantial disagreement/between th^ m=
Of the board,/ and, alL, /aboutlo^rL u r cSL^tons'^^ ^^^'^^^of f.nancxal corruption. /$My friend Jack,/journaUsbegan an enthusiastic investigation/of the subject /However
SoL^o^tL^^^e^rv^r/s^r^Igii^^i^ -cu.e.,3/ias a'd'ffl^u^it task,
were disorganized clllT.Tcl^^^^^^^^^^^
began an investigation/about the subject /^Swas able
Journalist,
to get a lot of documents/and interviewed many peoplein sensitive positions
.
| My friend Jack, /a competent journalistbegan an investigation/about the subject. /He could ITrlTy
'
get any documents/and most of the relevant people
refused to be interviewed
.
$/Later, /he &knew
| obtained6./the true storvof the strong old man's resignation/of his position ^
and decided to publish it. /The publication of these detailsrevealed many aspects/of higher level decision-making processm our institution. /{I 8 ^
Did Jack knew the reason of the general manager's resignation?
NO
Yes{l01 8
Fred presented a research proposal/to a committee/in the company.He believed/that it would be useful/and productive researchThe committee members/usually take two or three weeks/to make a decisionregarding such proposals
.
/However
,
/they needed more time
to study Fred's proposal
.
/$Fred was uncertain about the meaninq
of this delay. /It might mean
either that the proposal deserves special consideration
or that the committee was skeptical/about some of the weakness pointsm the proposal
.
I
Fred, who was confident in his work,
was optimistic about that delay. /It usually means
that the proposal deserves careful examination
.
| Fred, who submitted hisproposal
without solving minor problems
,
/was pessimistic about that delay.
It usually means/that the committee members are skeptical
about some of the weakness points/in the proposal. $/ Later,
they &recommended
I
encouraged^/ Fred's research proposal
that he hoped to be productive/and told the board about their decision.
Fred was appointed/as a supervisor/on the application of the results
of his research project. /{l 9
What was the committee's evaluation of Fred's proposal?
They accepted it They refused it { 102 9
Our neighbor Mr. Allan/was found dead last year.
It was a very complicated case. /As a businessman and politician,
Mr. Allan had many opponents/and enemies. /The investigators were suspicious
of Mr. Newell, /a businessman with a long history/of rivalry with Mr. Allan.
Of particular importance/was the testimony of Steven Adams,
Mr. Allan's driver, /who said/that Mr. Allan was severely depressed
by financial failures/and he committed suicide
.
/$The jury was divided
regarding Adam's testimony
,
/as some of them/tended to accept it,
while others/tended to dismiss him.|The importance
of Adam's testimony/stemmed from/the fact/that he was
not only Mr. Alan's driver/for twenty years,/ but also his close assistant
and friend.
I
The significance
of Adam's testimony/was controversial among the jury, /as he had
a criminal record/and had been convicted of perjury.
$
After reviewing all other evidence/in the case, /they &believed | went for&
Adam's story about the case/of Mr. Allen's death
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and issued their decision
, accordingly
Mr. Newell was declared innocent/and released. /{i loThe Jury disqualified Adam's Testimony
True
FalsellOl 10
Last month, /local media was interested/in the tria] of .who was accused/Of killing her husband. /In JL y^L crL:attracted the attention/of a large section/of g;neral pibUc
f iftee^reia^rfgo'/,;rf^d ^^~/?rorh'grsciool
wer^e^rrcontr^eer la I^fco^ d'be f^,^^^— ! test.mon.es
woman, /who insisted that she is innocent - 1/°^
a real victim. |The
seemed to John now/as an unfortunate victim/of circumstances
^h^^ :L-:s-;fth-s?i-^-—
appeared to John/to have taken a wrong turn/so:::h re ^fh r 1 e"'°''"'
th:t ^he^wL^^ifkn(r,"^ w.tnesses/were .nd'^at.ng
John was interested in following/the media coverage/of the caseHe^believed
I
believed in &the woman in the trial/of this sensitive caseand dismissed the allegations
.
/He was really impressed/by her sJ^engthand followed the case/until he knew/that she was declared innocent /^ liDid John think that the woman was guilty?
No „ ,Yes(l02 11
Our company/decided to fire thirteen workers/last week
Other workers threatened/that they would go on a strike
to support their colleagues/who were fired
.
/Managementjustified its decision/to fire the workers/with claims
about a slow-down/in their division/and the workers' unwillingness
to develop their skills
.
/After a long negotiation
between management and the workers
,
/they did not reach a solution$However,/they agreed to appoint/an independent committee
to study whether/the decision was fair or not
.
| In fact, /the fired workers/were
not cooperative
with the company's restructuring policy, /even though
it might be necessary/for it to survive
in its current severe economic crisis. /An independent committee
was appointed/to study/whether the decision was fair or not .
|
In fact, /the fired
workers/were victims
of the company's restructuring policy/which appeared to be unfair
to the workers. /An independent committee/was appointed
to study/whether the decision was fair or not.$/In its final report,
the committee ^recommended
|
supportedSc/the decision of management
to fire its employees/and the workers began their strike.
Both sides, however
,
/agreed to begin/a new round of negotiations
next week./{l 12
Did the Committee consider the decision appropriate?
No YesflOl 12
Recently
,
/many of the customers/of our textile factory/began to complain
that our product/became easily torn/after being washed. /This seems to be
a serious problem/as it could affect our reputation/in the market.
After more than six weeks/of checking all manufacturing systems
and our machines, /we felt that/we faced a real challenge.
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$and nobody knew/whether we would be P,h^o/^^
not an industrialization problem /{i 13
"'^^^''"^^ problem
HOW long did take the engineers to check the machines?
Six weeks o' , ,Six months{l02 13
Contrary to the commonly held belief, /it is not necessarvfor a criminal/to have a motivation/to commit a crime
^
Some people/with a specific personality disorderthe psychopathic personality, /may commit crimes emotionlessly]ust to satisfy themselves/or challenge other's inteUiqenciOthers argue that/committing a crime/can be a reaction formationagainst feelings of weakness/and inferiority. /Normal stevens^^^^
ITTlt^l '/K^ colleagues at work, /was rsubjectof a hot debate between those who consider him responsiblefor his crimes/and those who consider him unable
to specify the consequences/of his acts. /Last week, /he was interviewedon our local TV channel. /$He was quiet/and even shy
and did^not ^^^'^^fP^^"^/^"^
nervous
.
|
He seemed quiet
,
/sensitive and shy,give the impression/of a hardened criminal. I He seemedarrogant
,
/proud and exhibitionistic,
and did give the impression/of a typical criminal$
When the interviewer pressed him hard, /he ^admitted | owned up to&the crimes he committed/against his colleagues
and expressed sorrow for them./ Anyway, /for the victims
and their families/and friends, /it may not matter
whether or not he was aware/of the consequences/ of what he was doing
at the time of committing/his crimes. /{l 14
How many people did Norman Stevenson kill?
'^'^^^^ TwojlOl 14
Last year,/ someone claimed/that he found/an old small historic statue
of an Egyptian queen, /which he said/was 4000 years old. /He said that
he found it in the basement/of the his family house. /His grandfather,
he says, /brought it from Egypt/50 years ago/and did not realize
Its real value
.
/Accordingly
,
/the man tried to sell the statue
to our local museum. /$The experts/in the museum/worked hard
to determine/whether the statue/is really of historic importance
or just an invention/of a clever imposter
.
| The experts/in the museum/who
investigated the statue
to evaluate its authenticity/were fascinated/by its beauty
and excellent condition, /and began a detailed study of it.|The experts/in t
museum/who investigated the statue
to evaluate its authenticity/were skeptical/about its real value
but began a detailed study of it.$/They ^believed | went fori
the story the man told/about his grandfather
after they examined the statue. /The museum decided
to negotiate the man/about the price of the statue. /{l 15
How did the man get the statue?
He found it He bought it {102 15
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Here is a story/in our familv /nno ^ = / u
he found a ™apkscribi„g ie"place/of 'if^JdT
grandfather was walKlng,
south our Village. /It seLed o?d% h a^i^it sZTlT'""""'$My grandfather was hesitant/ahom- n,;. """^ ymools.
leading to a fortune./bi ? a 3° " t ^ouirL' ' d°""
"
or even he a tric./hy somebody/
' S«s 3^°!^^=
at^h.s expense. lit echoes so™e old tales/about an ojrtr^asure/h.dden the
Moreover, /my grandfather looked at some book^/nn hho v, • .
and found that/the tales have an historical or?^ ?M ^^ ^^^ °' -^ille.<^ehes.tant/about this map./lt se:LS^to°hir fabr^^ate^
^^^"^^^^^
and he suspected/that it could be a trick/hv h-le k=>^
he looked at some books/on the history of^oL iilSe"'' '''°"°^'''and didn't find any hint/about this treasure
.
$/Anyway /he finallv
the1o?t'° h'T/^? map. /Before long, /he .discovered obtf n^d^"e fortune e had always dreamed of /finding some day/and became richHe kept telling everybody/ this story/for the rest of hS life /fl 6Where did the grandfather find the map?
In the basement n,,(-o-;^= v-u -, -, ,Outside the village{l01 16
John has a valuable group/of rare books. /His father gathered them
lTlZ7?"T''^^il /Though he was not/a great lover of books,he used to keep them/in good condition
.
/One day, /he took an old copy
of Hamlet/ with him on a picnic
.
/$After the picnic, /it turned out thathe left the book/ in the park
.
/Fearful of losing the book
he went back/to the park/with a friend. /All the way back, /he was wondering
whether he would find the book/or whether it would be lost
I After thepicnic, /it turned out that
he left the book/in the park
.
/Luckily, he noticed it while he and his friends
were still near the park. /They went back immediately/in search of it I A weeklater, /it turned out that
he left the book/in the park. /John went back to the park/with his friends
All the way back/to the park, /he was blaming himself /for his negligence $In the park, /he .discovered
|
got&/the book he had forgotten
out of his negiligence/but it had some stains/on it. /John was happy
and decided to be more careful/about his books/in the future. /{l 17
What was the title of the book that John used?
King Lear{l02 17
Last week, /some friends and I/decided to take a trip to Boston. /On our way,
we had to pick up a friend/who lives in Worcester
.
/As we are all foreigners,
we were not sure/about how to get to Worcester/or how to find
our friend's home there
.
/We didn't have his address
,
/only a description
of what part of the town/his home was in. /However,
we depended on another friend/Albert, a French student.
He had visited Worcester/once before./ $We could get to Worcester easily,
but the question, then, /was whether Albert would be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home, /or would he be confused
in the large city. | We could get to Worcester easily,
and Albert was confident/that he would be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home
.
| We could get to Worcester easily,
but Albert began to worry/that he might not be able/to use the map
to guide us/through it to our friend's home.$/In the downtown,
he .indicated
I
pinpointed&c/the location of our friend's house/on the map
of the city/and could guide us there. /We enjoyed Boston very much
and decided to visit it/from time to time./(l 18
What was the nationality of Albert?
German French{l01 18
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Last month, /there was a biq riot/in a nnKT ^ ^ ^ u / •
near ours. /The rxot lasted/ ,orLo or'thr^^ days
'
and It needed the intervention/of the police forces/to end itNow, /the mayor and other officials
"x .
are interested in having everything in order/again /but alsoand maybe more important
,
/they are interested ^
""'^^"^
in defining the management policy/in the futureto avoid the repetition of such riots. /As a lawyer
iTelt was'a'^Mrdebat
^^^^^.^^e causes/ of this kind of behavior.$ here big deba e/between the security authorities representativewho supported the first option/and the school psychologist
Telri:il7.lT.e''' -etmg , /the^ecurity authorities
l^'f^.^/^''^.^T'^!'''''^/''^^'"^"'/'^^' students could not be allowedto not again, /and condemned social or psychological methodsin such circumstances.
I
in the last meeting, /the school psychologist/made a veryconvincing argument ^yj-oL. ludu
that the students' problems/had to be understood/before riots would stopand condemned security methods/in such circumstances
.
$/ln their reportThe committee members/ Scsuggested
| went forS:
rigid control over the students' behavior/at school
and set up some extremely firm rules
.
/Personally, /I don't think
that this is the best policy/but the majority voted for it./{i 19
Who suggested a committee to study the riot?
'^^^ The lawyer {102 19
After a very promising beginning
,
/our company/began to have some trouble
Though we kept working hard, /the profits tended to decrease steadily.
When the records/ began to show real trouble/in the budget,
the board decided/to conduct a comprehensive investigation'. /Of course,
this attracted the attention/of the media, /which was interested
in the results of the investigation/and the decisions made based on it.$The members of the board/had different opinions
in regard to whether/they should reveal the results
of the investigation or not. /Some believed that/they should be kept secret
for company's purposes/while others believed that/they should made public
to defend the company's reputation
.
| The majority of the board believed
that/these results should made public
to defend the company's reputation
.
| The majority of the board believed
that/these results should be kept secret
for company's purposes. $/ln the last meeting,/ they ^announced
|
presented^
the results of the investigation/of the company's problems
and clarified their implications/for the future./ However,
that raised a lot of questions/about the company's destiny. /{l 20
The media ignored the problems in our company
True FalsellOl 20
My friend Fred/ is an honest and reliable person. /He is always dedicated
to his family
,
/relatives , and friends
.
/However
,
people like Fred sometimes got misunderstood
.
/He is sensitive
toward his relations with others
.
/Sometimes, /they show appreciation
for what he does for them, /but some other times,
they become indifferent toward him. /As a psychologist,
he talked to me several times/about his feelings of uncertainty
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regarding whether people, /especially his familyappreciate what he is doina for- t-hoL^ ^
l i ,
$"Who .news... I replied L d^ f cu^^to 'udf '^h ^^ ^^l—with no information from others /so T w.e t e situationhis family would appreciate'eS^'^h: did 0?° hrtx^'fis so worried/about that. t em.|ln fact, /I can't see/why he
He always seemed to see the dif fpr^nn^ /k^,-
and being helpf ul
. |
m fact /fcfrsee/whv he"
^"^^^^^^^"9 others' lives
It sometimes seems like/he is beina a ^ !° worried/about that,
to be helpful. $/ Anyway /I advi^ed'him to'al^r '^^^"^Later,/! learnt that they ^emphasizedTpraised^ hi. "''^
directly,
among others/and expressed deep respeif^^r him
'"^"^
Thus, It turned out that/thev aoDreriahP h^o t ' / ^
and Fred was happy about tha^./^ si
lo^e/and concern for them,
It turned out that Fred was oversensitive person
Yes
No(l02 21
Mr. and Mrs. Fleming/ invited Mr. Robertson/to dinner in their house
t Is l'Lu'lfT^^'l'
supposed/to be a very formal occasion.I S a part/ of the traditions/of their company/that the ex-manaaerinvites the new one/to dinner/to discuss the de^ails/othe^r workThe weather turned very bad/on the day of the dinner$Fleming and Robertson were colleagues/for 25 years
.
/GenerallyThey were good/to each other, /but their relation had fluctuatl;gups and downs. /So it was not clear whether
^ cin
Mr^ Robertson would like to come/in such weather or not.lAs Fleming andRobertson were old friends, /we were almost sure
i^iemi
that he would do his best/to come
. |
As Fleming and Robertson were oldenemies, /we were almost sure
that he would want/to avoid the meeting.
$
Mr. and Mrs. Fleming &expected| waited for&
their guest from work/who became the new manager/and planned accordinglyThough a little late, /he did come, /and they enjoyed a nice
and even informal time./{l 22
Who is the new general manager of the company?
Mr. Fleming Mr
. Robertson! 101 22
My friend Frank/is a group psychotherapist
.
/Sometimes
,
/with his patientshe uses some techniques
,
/which seem, at least to me, /very odd.
One time, /he decided to help/some of his patients
to cope with a stressful situation. /He took them to a place
where they needed to use the elevator/and he arranged that the elevator
would seem as if /it had a serious problem, /while they were using it.
For me, /that was very strange. /$! was really curious to know
whether he would be able/to help his patients/
to deal with this stressful situation, /or he would suffer
from some trouble himself. /It seemed to be a test/of how professional he is.|l
was really concerned about him.
Though I believe he is highly qualified, /I have the impression that
Frank himself has a little problem/with tight places!
And he has had some problems/with some other unusual methods/in the past. | I was
not worried about him.
I know he is highly qualified, /and was successful
with some other unusual methods/in the past.$
Later, Frank told me that he &felt | suf fered&/extreme anxiety in the elevator
tight situation/and had trouble controlling himself. /I felt sorry for that
but am still wondering/why Frank insists on using
such peculiar methods. /{l 23
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Where did Frank try his new method?
Outside his clinic
In his clinic{l02 23
Most historians/ consider that the earli^^e^ ^between China and the West/beqan abon^\ ™'''^''°"
through the Silk Road/which SnLcted China h'^^
^'""^
through the Middle East
.
/Howevef recent r/sol ""^'in colonies established by some Caucasians' anH °' ^''^
were found/ xn the southwestern cSne^: de err/Burnobor'^'who these people were, /or where they came from ^Based on some related historical sources /qom^'h^o^
some ambiguous documents
,
/found last cSn^uJv n.^
postulated that
might be helpful/in solving the puzzle /These dn.
'^^^""^^ P^^^^'
Of a lot Of documents/relaLd to^d :rent hlstoric^rL^r
'
They need a lot of work/just for primary clasJ ^iJat oHnd inde 'not to mention the effort needed/to decide whether ^^.^ ^^"9-to the problem here or not./Mrchael is an alcheolog' s' '^'^^'"^m the Far Eastern Institute/at the univer^ihw /uo ^
.n dealxng w.th old documents
. /He LT~Jy ill nst ' t^tfto study the issue. /$Michael decided to address the questionof whether or not/these documents could tell us/abou? the peoplewho lived in these colonies
.
| Michael was very interested/ in^hi ^
and believed they would playla major role "^uiSerst^ndin^the issue of the people/who lived in these colonies
.
| Michael was verysuspicious/about these documents ^
and doubted they would play/a major role in understandmq
the issue of the people/who lived in these colonies $After a preliminary investigation, /he &knew| identif ied&
the documents of interest/in this regard/and began to solve the puzzleHis findings opened a new field/for the researchers in Chinese history"/{l 24What IS Michael's Profession?
ArcheologistjlOl 24
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APPENDIX G
FILLERS OF EXPERIMENT 2
to Show off/.y ta.ine ext^e.^posttiLs r If ^irLes^^^
he raised a lot'of questions/Lo^f
^^ect'^" '"^"'^^^^
^^^^
from an "environmental point of view"
.
/Later
, howeverhe showed enthusiastic support for it /This vpar- hh^' ^ ,
people were wondering/whether Greenberq s^ill ""Ann ^ ""TJ
^'''^
or had his Old reservation/against T^ln A iT^llTelpublished m a local newspaper
,
/Greenberg denied
^f,!!!^™^"'^' concerns/about the project/had been abandonedIn fact he was not relected/ and I am not sad for that /{l 25What was Mr. Greenberg s final attitude toward the project?
He accepted it u=. * ^ ,He refused it.(l01 25
Last week, /the board of the school/where I work/decided to raise the costof school fees by 30%. /In fact, /I felt that was a lot of moneyfor a school, /that is intended to provide education/for children of the poorand minority groups. /I talked to the members/of the board
and tried to convince them/to cancel or at least reduce/this increaseto avoid possible bad consequences/in the future. I talked to other teacherswho had the same opinion/and were very upset/about the board's decisionAfter a series of discussions,! cautioned/my colleagues in the schoolm that poor district/would fight for better education/for each studentThe board members understood our point/and canceled the increase. /{l 26How much was the percentage of the proposed increase?
30%{101 26
Bill is my student/in the high school
.
/He is really distinguished in math.
I have been a teacher/ for almost 20 years old, /and he is one
of the most briliant students/I have ever seen. /Last month,
the school arranged a competition/to solve a set of math problems.
The last one in particular/was really difficult/and many students
did not even try it. /After a week of work on it,/ Bill figured out
the last problem in the competition/among students
was too difficult for him/ to solve. /He was disappointed for that.
However, I still think that/he is an excellent student. /{l 27
Did Bill solve the problem?
Yes No{l01 27
The basketball team of our university/played a strong game
against UConn last week. /The game was very competitive/and tough.
The score was tied/10 second before the end/of the game,
when they scored 2 points. /Our team tried hard/to make a basket
but we couldn't. /In fact, /the referee ignored a foul
committed by a player from UConn team/in this critical 10 seconds.
We submitted a protest/to the commission organizing the competition
and accompanied it/with a video tape of the game/which clearly showed that
the referees were biased/against our team/since the beginning
of the game. /The commission members accepted/the result of the match
between the two teams/was not fair. /They might reprimand the referees.
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we were happy for that/though we knew
It would not Change the official result/of the game./{l 28Did the commission accept our prot«:est?
Yes
NO{102 28
ITre^nTnliTeX Tunfo^tunate^^^f • f^ 'T^'^^' ^^^^ ^
His daughtL claiLd^hat Mrde:t~" e^ir'^^'^^"^ '''' ^^^^
'
sL"t^h^:^:eL^d;th^ar:^:-ou?fs:r^hrhL-^^ ita large amount of money/as compensa^Ln^KJ'h
^f^.^r^s d:ath°^In the last meeting of the board, /we were not sur^/how o
we discussed two possible approaches/to the prob'm
about th' '?
P°^tP°"^/the meeting until we know'moree woman's intentions
.
/The second option wasto figure out the hospital's position/as soon as possibleand to issue a statement/to make it clear /After a serionc of hOf cons and pros / the chairman concluded/th^Le^inrabo^t hf
' ^s^^of the woman's claims/should continue until we reach a decisionwe eventually/managed to settle the problem/and r^ach^d understandingwith the patient's daughter. /{l 29 au c a
Did the board reach a decision on the meeting?
^° YesllOl 29
My friend Jack told me this story/about his father
Albert, Jack's father, /was a member of a small organization
that fought against the German occupation/of France during the World War IIHe was arrested while/he and some other members
were trying to steal some weapons/from a German camp
During the investigation, /he kept silent/and refused to give the Germansany information about his companions
.
/Later
,
they told him thathis colleagues were arrested/and they told everything
about the operation/and his role in it. /Albert was worried about thatAfter all, /he was not sure about these people/and that was the first timehe met them. /Actually, he suspected/his colleagues in the operation
against the invaders/would not betray him. /He realized
that it was an old technique/used in such cases. /After the end of the warAlbert was released/and learned that/his companions were killedm defense of their country. /{l 30
Albert's companions were sincere people.
'^^"^ False{l02 30
Last week, /my boss accused me of mistreating
and of giving a bad impression/of the restaurant where I work. /Such claii
could cost a waiter his job/and even may make it difficult
for him to find another one. /I intended to talk to the owner
though I know he has some reservations/about me. /When I talked to him,
it turned out that/he had an idea about the problem. /In fact, he doubted
the charges against me/and my competence/were in error.
I promised to do my best/though I think/there is something personal
in the whole issue. /{l 31
What did the owner think about the claims against the waiter?
He did not believe them He believed them{l01 31
Jennifer applied for a place/for her child in the Child Care
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affiliated with the uni vp-ra-; t-,, /, ,v,„
afford to have h.m theJI^f^f ^^udies./She could barely
that she had to have him/in the ^hild r7%^.^"
week
. /However
,
she was told
which was really expensive for her f"" ^^^^^ '^^^^^ days/per week,
expla.n.ng her circumstance %nS ask!no for L'"whether they would accept her requesWor^^h ^f^^P^^°" ' /She was not sureAfter a week or so, /she^eceivn "
^w^ro^thrthe rules of Child Care admissions/orrhn h ; university . /They confirmed
Finally, they offered her ciil^a pUce / fsf '°Jennifer could persuade the officials m the university
False{l02 32
Robert was a great athlete. /I remember that he was my hero
ArL^rrsoT^u^^i^^a/^L^itVrrre^r -° Olympic Oames,
acr s co^nLy/t;^co^?:crLL^?/trh:i^rhS::r:^:^i^ ^
s^::Ld-th:t^h:-:^ ^^^^^^i. ^-i^^^-^ —^^-^
not to be involved/in stressful exercises anylJore
-commended him
After some discussions with his doctors
,
/Robert concludedthe trip across the country/for charity purposes/should be cancelledHe was sorry for that/but he got serious concerns
.
about his health conditions
./{ l 33
How many gold medal did Robert get?
Two
Three(l02 33
Dr. Palmer/is a distinguished professor of physics
He received an invitation/to spend a year/as a visiting professorin a Chinese university
.
/Though his wife did not like the idea/very muchhe was a great lover of travelling/and felt it was a real chanceto see a different part of the world. /On reviewing the details
with his wife, /they accepted/the offer to go to China/to work there
should be declined. /It turned out that/he would not get
sufficient research facil it ies
. / { 1 34
Dr. Palmer and his wife went to China.
True FalsellOl 34
My brother is a lawyer in our town. /He was asked to defend
a young man who was accused/of killing his uncle.
The importance of the case/stemmed from the fact
that the person who was killed/was the previous mayor
who retired five years ago/though he was very popular
and beloved by most of the people/in our town
.
/Because of the sensitivity
of the case, /the name of the prosecutor/was supposed to be kept secret
until the beginning of the trial. /My brother/though it was important
to know who is the prosecutor/to be able to predict his strategies
and to prepare his defense accordingly
.
/After twenty years of work
as a lawyer, /my brother had good relationship/with a lot of officials
in the juridical circles/in our state. /After a week or so, he knew
the identity of the prosecutor in the case/was highly confidential,
and he could not figure out/who he was./{l 35
My brother could knew the name of the prosecutor
False True(l02 35
In the weekly seminar
,
/James proposed a research idea,
which seemed fascinating/to all of us. /If it works,
it will present a new technique/for conducting certain chemical analysis.
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However, /we missed the reaction/ of Professor Cr^h.r.the important figure in this analv<,ic / !
^^ ^"^'
The following week /we were wnndl^ """^ present that week,
and derive quant itanrLrpJedictlois^^^^r^r
tL^re:;?t^ ^hfpj^p"^^ - came .ack, he predicted
.ames abandoned the idea/and ad^Lt^S 'itHiakn^::!'/! lie""'"''''''"'''"
What was the idea about?
Chemical analysis o -,Sociological theory{l02 36
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